NOTICE OF MEETING
Meeting:

‘Virtual’ Overview and Scrutiny Committee

Date and Time:

Tuesday, 14 July 2020 at 7.00 pm

Place:

Council Chamber, Civic Offices, Fleet

Telephone Enquiries to:

01252 774141
committeeservices@hart.gov.uk

Members:

Axam, Davies, Dorn, Drage, Farmer, Lamb,
Makepeace-Browne, Smith, Wildsmith,
Wright, Worlock (Chairman)

Joint Chief Executive

CIVIC OFFICES, HARLINGTON WAY
FLEET, HAMPSHIRE GU51 4AE

AGENDA
This meeting is being administered under the provisioning of the Local
Authorities and Police and Crime Panels (Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local
Authority and Police and Crime Panel Meetings) (England and Wales)
Regulations 2020 The provision made in this regulation applies notwithstanding
any prohibition or other restriction contained in the standing orders or any
other rules of the Council governing the meeting and any such prohibition or
restriction has no effect.
This Agenda and associated appendices are provided in electronic form only and
are published at https://www.hart.gov.uk/council-meetings
1. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the meeting of 16 June 2020 are attached to be confirmed and signed as a
correct record. Paper A
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2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
To receive any apologies for absence from Members*.
*Note: Members are asked to email Committee Services in advance of the meeting as soon as they
become aware they will be absent.

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To declare disclosable, pecuniary and any other interests*.
*Note: Members are asked to email Committee Services in advance of the meeting as soon as they
become aware they may have an interest to declare..

4. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE AGENDA)
Anyone wishing to make a statement to the Committee should contact Committee Services
at least two clear working days prior to the meeting. Further information can be found
at
https://www.hart.gov.uk/sites/default/files/4_The_Council/Council_meetings/Public%20Pa
rticipation%20leaflet%202020%20A4.pdf
5. REGULATION OF INVESTIGATORY POWERS ACT (RIPA) – ANNUAL
REVIEW OF USEAGE.
The Monitoring Officer to conform that there was no use of RIPA powers during
2019/2020.
RIPA was introduced in 2000 to give public authorities a legal framework to follow if
they are carrying out surveillance. Local authorities have always been able to carry out
surveillance - RIPA regulates that use and provides the Council with protection against
any breach of Article 8 of the Human Rights Act.
Local authorities are only allowed to carry out surveillance under RIPA for preventing or
detecting a criminal offence which would be punishable by a prison sentence of at least
six months. Currently under RIPA the Council can only carry out directed covert
surveillance.
Before using RIPA the Council to show a valid reason for its use and consideration must
be given to the use of less intrusive methods first. There Council must also have to
obtain Magistrate's approval before any surveillance is carried out.
The Investigatory Powers Commissioner has overall responsibility for reviewing the use
of investigatory powers by public authorities, such as intelligence and law enforcement
agencies. The IPC regularly insects Council’s policy and use of RIPA. The last IPC
inspections was in December 2019 and the inspection report was considered by
Overview and Scrutiny Committee in February 2020.
6. COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL)
To consider the case for introducing a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). Paper B
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7. COMMERCIALISATION STRATEGY– REVIEW OF ASSETS-BASED
PROCUREMENT PROCESS
To review the processes for the procurement of assets-based investment.
Paper C
8. PLANNING DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PEER REVIEW AND
ACTION PLAN
To receive a Peer Review report on the Council’s Planning Development Management
Service. Paper D
9. OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY WORK PROGRAMME
To discuss the items on the Overview & Scrutiny Work Programme. Paper E

Date of Despatch: 6 July 2020
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Date and Time:

Tuesday, 16 June 2020 at 7pm

Place:

Council Chamber, Civic Offices, Fleet

Present:
COUNCILLORS
Axam, Davies, Dorn, Drage, Farmer, Lamb, Makepeace-Browne, Smith, Wright,
Wildsmith, Worlock (Chairman)
In Attendance: Crampton, Radley, Forster
Officers:
Daryl Phillips
Patricia Hughes
Helen Vincent
Celia Wood
1

Joint Chief Executive
Joint Chief Executive
Committee Services
Committee Services

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS
Members agreed to the suspension of Standing Orders nos 9.3 (Show of Hands for
Voting), 22.1 (Standing to Speak) and 22.2 (Chairman Standing).

2

ELECTION OF VICE CHAIRMAN
Councillor Smith was elected Vice-Chairman

3

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the meeting of 18 February 2020 were confirmed as a correct
record.

4

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
None received.

5

CHAIRMANS ANNOUNCEMENT
Councillor Worlock thanked Councillor Crookes for his hard work as Chairman of
the Overview & Scrutiny Committee last year and welcomed all new Members.

6

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Councillor Farmer declared he is the Chairman for the Swimming Club based at Hart
Leisure Centre and Councillor Wildsmith declared he is the Treasurer for the Aid
Relief Group.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE AGENDA)
None.

8

COUNCIL RESPONSE TO COVID-19 AND NEXT STEPS
This report provides an overview of the Council’s work to support the district
during the outbreak of Coronavirus (COVID-19) and also provided details on the
Council’s emerging recovery plan to support the district in the coming months.
This report only represents an initial, high level assessment of the current position. It
is a ‘holding’ report. The situation is still live, the pandemic is still ongoing (albeit
apparently decreasing in intensity), and more work was required to give a more
informed assessment of the implications for the Council. Furthermore, informed
reports particularly on the financial implications and the Recovery Plan will be
prepared for consideration in due course.
NB. Appendix 2 is Confidential.
Members discussed the speed and effectiveness of response by Hart District Council
and decisions made, in particular, point 5.7 on the report in relation to Business
Grants. Particular issues associated with the distribution of the Grant were discussed
including the lack of any business rate infrastructure and flexibility in service delivery
following the outsourcing of the business rate function, the need to use the current
service provider to distribute the Grant, the lack of communication from the
supplier, and the frustration that this all caused to businesses who could not make
contact with the supplier.
Members also discussed section 5.6 of the report and Hart’s quick response to
emergency discharge from hospitals. Members asked if we can improve our
responses if there is a second peak and it was confirmed that a staff survey has been
carried out regarding business continuity.
Members discussed the financial impact of the pandemic on the service delivery and
how staff resources had been dispersed across the Council. It was agreed that a
more informed report would be prepared for a later meeting of the Committee to
consider the longer-term implications of the pandemic and its impact upon Council
resources going forward.
Members were advised that Hart were guided by the LRF (Local Resilience Forum)
who’s objectives and goals are very similar to the rest of the County. Recovery is
community assessed and there is a Community Impact Assessment Survey coming
out shortly.
Hart will come out of the response phase and into recovery phase as guided by the
LRF. Hart’s recovery will continue in shadow until a decision is made when to move
fully into the recovery phase.
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The Chairman reiterated that when the response phase closes and Hart enters the
recovery phase this will be subject to further scrutiny and Members will have the
chance to further assess the decisions made during this emergency situation.
DECISION
Appendix 1 – Recovery Plan was agreed.
Appendix 2 – Members noted that it was intended that a more detailed Financial
Report would be prepared for the Committee to considered in August once finalised
by the Council’s Finance Team
9

MEMBER WORKSHOP
The O&S Work Programme for the coming year 2020/2021 was discussed and
considered.
DECISION
The Committee Members agreed to assist Cabinet and help with their ambitions,
initiatives and policies being discussed going forward.
Cabinet suggested assistance with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Becoming more efficient with budgets and the challenges they bring.
Digitalise initiatives.
Reorganisation of development control and planning, focusing in particular on
CIL.
The way in which we deliver CCTV, its benefits to our community, safety and
costs involved.
Fleet Town Centre Regeneration which is important to our residents.
To go back a couple of years and look at old work programmes to ensure
nothing has been forgotten.

Next Meeting due: 14 July 2020.

The meeting closed at 9.33pm.
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
DATE OF MEETING:

14 JULY 2020

TITLE OF REPORT:

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY

Report of:

Head of Place

Cabinet Member:

Councillor Graham Cockarill, Place

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

To consider the introduction of a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) in Hart.

2

OFFICER RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

That Overview and Scrutiny Committee recommends to Cabinet that officers
undertake the processes to implement the Community Infrastructure Levy.

3

BACKGROUND

3.1

The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) was introduced through the Planning
Act 2008. It is a levy on new development, intended as a fair and transparent
means of capturing developer contributions towards the cost of infrastructure
needed to support growth.

3.2

All district councils in England are empowered, but not required, to introduce
CIL in their area.

3.3

If implemented, the levy applies to most new buildings (generally to all new
homes, and other development over 100 sq. m.). Charges are based on the
size and type of new floor space.

3.4

Both the Corporate Plan and the newly adopted Hart Local Plan (Strategy &
Sites) 2032 refer to the introduction of CIL. The evidence base behind the
Local Plan demonstrates there is scope to introduce CIL in terms of
development viability.

4.

PROVISION OF INFRASTRUCTURE CURRENTLY

4.1

Currently in determining planning applications, the Council as the Local
Planning Authority considers the need for infrastructure to mitigate the impact
of the development under a planning obligation, known as a S106 agreement.
1
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A planning obligation may only constitute a reason for granting planning
permission for the development if the obligation is:
(a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;
(b) directly related to the development; and
(c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.
4.2

Planning obligations are negotiated with the applicant, and then need to be
secured through the S106 legal agreement. Both the negotiation on the
content of the agreement and the drafting of agreed words in the agreement
take a long time.

4.3

Planning obligations are tailored to each development to make it acceptable in
planning terms. They can be used to secure on-site provision of infrastructure
as well as financial contributions to off-site improvements. They work well on
large or strategic sites, allowing for bespoke solutions on a case by case
basis, but for the numerous smaller developments they are inefficient and
impractical. As a result, minor developments, especially cumulatively, have
social or environmental effects that are often not captured through S106
obligations.

5.

ABOUT THE COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL)

5.1

CIL is a tariff in the form of a standard charge on most new development. The
District Council is the Charging Authority and sets the levy in a balanced way
to ensure that development remains viable whilst contributing towards
infrastructure projects that the Council has prioritised.

5.2

The principle behind CIL is that applicant / developer who receives planning
permission pays towards the cost of funding the infrastructure to support
development within the district. Since most development has some impact on
infrastructure, it follows that the development should contribute towards the
cost of providing or improving such infrastructure.

5.3

The key difference between S106 and CIL is that S106 is negotiated and
becomes an obligation on the implementation of a planning permission to
make that specific development acceptable in environmental and social terms.
Whereas CIL is non-negotiable once the charging levy has been adopted and
does not need to directly benefit infrastructure related to the development
which has been permitted.

5.4

The Council must follow a statutory process to introduce a CIL charging
schedule. These steps, which could take a year to 18 months overall, are:
1. Updating the infrastructure and viability evidence;
2
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2. Public consultation on the preliminary draft Community Infrastructure Levy
Charging Schedule;
3. Public consultation on the draft Community Infrastructure Levy Charging
Schedule;
4. Examination of the draft Community Infrastructure Levy Charging
Schedule;
5. Adoption of Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule; and
6. Implementation of the Community Infrastructure Levy.
5.5

This process identifies two consultations. Legally only one consultation is now
required (it used to be two). However, it may still be sensible to plan for two
consultations in order to enter the CIL examination on the most robust footing
possible. This would likely make it a smoother examination and reduce risks,
including the possibility of a second consultation being needed at that late
stage.

5.6

In preparing a CIL charging schedule the Council needs to have an up to date
infrastructure delivery plan. In setting the levy a balance must be struck
between maximizing revenue for infrastructure and the development remaining
viable including the margins on developer profit (see Appendix 1). Viability is
a key test at the CIL Examination to ensure CIL does not apply a ‘brake’ on
development.

5.7

In setting the CIL rate (cost per sq. m.) the Council can differentiate between
different geographic zones, between different types of development, and can
make certain scales of development exempt. Equally Government guidance
for CIL states that charging authorities should avoid undue complexity.

5.8

Charging by Use Class - Developers are familiar with the Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (see Appendix 2). This categorises types
of development and enables the viability assessment to similarly categorise
types of development. For example, a charge can be set for A1 (shops) and a
different charge for C3(a) (a single persons or family home). Many charging
schedules using this approach have been found sound at examination
including neighbouring authorities Surrey Heath and Bracknell Forest.

5.9

Charging Zones - Some Councils have significant differences in land values
across their district. If clearly demonstrated through the CIL viability
assessment, charging schedules can reflect this and set differing rates across
their area.

5.10

The 2016 Adams Integra viability report for the Hart Local Plan & CIL
recommended a range of charges across settlements for new homes of
between £150 and £275 per sq. m. and for commercial uses, charging
3
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supermarkets and retail warehouses at £120 per sq. m. and zero rating all
other uses. This work will need to be brought up to date.
5.11

Too much complexity can, however, create problems with implementation and
a number of Council’s have sought to simplify the process to ensure clarity for
the development industry and planning authority alike. Appendix 3 shows the
rates across a number of authorities adjacent to Hart.

5.12

Some developments are exempted from CIL. These include development of
less than 100 sq. m. (unless it is a new home), affordable housing, self-build
homes and development by a charity for its charitable purpose. On sites
including the redevelopment of existing floorspace, the existing floorspace can
be ‘netted off’ the new floorspace when calculating the CIL payment.

5.13

Once CIL has been adopted, other than the exemptions such as those
mentioned above, the CIL payment is a requirement when the developer
implements the development. In effect it is applied similar to a tax. There is
no negotiation.

5.14

The CIL payment is required within 60 days of commencement by default.
The Council can provide the opportunity for staged payments (especially for
the larger sites / payments); these can help with the cash flow and therefore
the viability of the development. This can be considered during the
preparation of the CIL Charging Schedule.

5.15

On the theme of flexibility around payments, the Government has recently laid
‘CIL Coronavirus Regulations’ which will come into force later this summer.
These were introduced to supplement the financial measures that the
government has put in place to help small and medium sized businesses
during the COVID-19 outbreak. They give CIL charging authorities a
discretion which is applicable for a limited time (in certain prescribed
circumstances and if it is considered appropriate) to defer CIL payments, to
disapply late payment interest and surcharge payments; and to credit interest
already charged to developers.

5.16

If the CIL project proceeds it will be necessary to keep abreast of changes to
regulations and guidance particularly given the ongoing Covid 19 situation.

6

BENEFITS OF CIL

6.1

Flexibility - The Council can decide how to spend the levy receipts provided it
is on infrastructure needed to support development within the district (and
exceptionally outside the district).

4
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6.2

The levy can be used to fund a wide range of infrastructure, including:
transport, education, health, indoor and outdoor sport, play areas, open
spaces, parks and green spaces, cultural facilities, other community facilities.

6.3

The levy can be used to increase the capacity of existing infrastructure or to
repair failing existing infrastructure if that is necessary to support growth and
development. This flexibility far exceeds that secured through S106
obligations and unlike S106 is not time limited in its expenditure.

6.4

Funds can also be reprioritised by the Council to tackle unexpected needs for
infrastructure, such as in response to Covid-19.

6.5

Forward-funding - CIL provides an opportunity to pool contributions to
forward fund infrastructure to make development more acceptable at the
outset.

6.6

Town/Parish Councils - Town and Parish Councils will receive a portion of
the CIL receipts, the share being greater for those with a Neighbourhood Plan.
Neighbourhood Plan

Town / Parish Council Levy receipt



25% uncapped, paid to Parish or Town Council



15% capped at £100/dwelling (subject to annual
indexation), paid to Parish or Town Council

6.7

Parish and Town Councils can spend CIL to fund the provision, improvement,
replacement, operation, or maintenance of infrastructure, and anything else
that is concerned with addressing the demands that development places on an
area. It is also possible for the CIL Neighbourhood Portion to be spent on
affordable housing.

6.8

Speed of Decision Taking - CIL is quicker than planning obligations creating
efficiencies in the planning application process.

6.9

Certainty for Developers and the Council - Given CIL is non-negotiable
developers will know at the outset what their charge will be, and this provides
developer certainty. This helps the developer to pay an appropriate price for
the land.

6.10

Capturing contributions from minor development. CIL is far more effective
than planning obligations at capturing contributions from small/minor
developments. These developments are often not caught by planning
obligations because of difficulties demonstrating a direct link or impact on
development at that scale. Equally the processes of justification, negotiation
and converting individual impacts into appropriate monetary sums is
5
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disproportionate to the scale of the development. CIL overcomes this and is
therefore better at addressing the cumulative impacts of minor developments.
6.11

National research 1 indicates that amongst a ‘commuter belt family’ of
authorities (which includes Hart) CIL is generally being used as the most
effective means of capturing contributions from minor developments 2. In
2016/17, within this group of authorities, 79% of minor developments made a
CIL contribution (some of which also had a S106 agreement). This tells us that
for the most part, authorities with similarities to Hart have decided to go down
the CIL route. Since that study some of the others may have also gone down
the CIL route.

6.12

In addition, the Infrastructure policy (INF1) in the new Hart Local Plan 2032
precludes ‘tariff-style’ contributions from developments of 10 units or less, and
which have a maximum combined gross floorspace of no more than 1,000 sq.
m. (gross internal area). This is a result of the Plan being examined under
previous national policy which included this restriction. This means that the
Council would only be able to capture S106 obligations to make minor
development acceptable in planning terms.

6.13

The Local Plan was written with the assumption that CIL would be introduced
and thus the absence of tariff-style infrastructure contributions on sites of 10
units or less would be temporary: ‘Until we adopt a CIL Charging Schedule the
level of any financial contributions will be determined on a site by site basis’
[paragraph 331]. The Local Plan and CIL being both adopted would better
serve the effective and timely delivery of infrastructure.

6.14

In the absence of CIL, the Council is missing out on a potential source of
funding for infrastructure, particularly for minor developments, which are
expected to continue as windfalls for the foreseeable future. The NPPF 2019
para 68 says 10% of housing supply should be from sites of 1 hectare or less.
This re-affirms the point, despite having just adopted the Hart Local Plan 2032,
and having granted planning permission already for the strategic sites, there
will a number of smaller developments coming forward which enforces the
need to bring in CIL.

6.15

Recouping administrative costs - The charging authority can retain 5% of
the receipts to recoup administrative costs. Administrative expenses

The Incidence, Value and Delivery of Planning Obligations and Community Infrastructure Levy in
England
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685
301/Section_106_and_CIL_research_report.pdf
1

Residential minor developments are fewer than 10 units (unless floorspace exceeds 1,000 sq. m. or
0.5ha). For land uses other than dwellings a minor development is where the floorspace is less than
1,000 sq. m. or where the site area is less than 1ha, all other developments are major.
6
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associated with the CIL include the CIL set-up costs, including preparing
evidence on viability, IDP and the funding gap, consultation(s) on the charging
schedule and the costs of the examination. Other costs include establishing
and running billing and payment systems, enforcing the levy, the legal costs
associated with payments in-kind and monitoring and reporting on levy activity.
7.

COSTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

7.1

CIL is a relatively straightforward process to implement and we can learn a lot
from Councils who have already implemented it. It requires a limited amount
of evidence and a simple consultation and examination process. In addition,
charging CIL on sites of ten or less will capture funds that will otherwise not be
captured.

7.2

Appendix 4 sets out a table which calculates the type of CIL rates which would
be available based on typical house sizes (taken from the National Prescribed
Space Standards) and a range of CIL rates from £150 per sq. m. to £200 per
sq. m. It shows that for a medium sized 3 bed home, with a CIL rate of £175
per sq. m. the CIL payment would be circa £16,000. Appendix 5 sets out how
this payment would be split between infrastructure delivered by the District
Council, infrastructure delivered by the Town or Parish Council, and the admin
fee.

7.3

As part of this process a number of recent planning decisions have been
reviewed to assess the existing contributions to infrastructure via planning
obligations under S106. In recent years we have not received significant
sums. The legislation is very clear, as set out earlier, that contributions can
only be required if they are necessary to make the development acceptable in
planning terms, directly related to the development; and fairly and reasonably
related in scale and kind to the development. And where the infrastructure
providers have not asked, or not been able to demonstrate their ask meets the
above criteria, we have not been able to secure significant contributions.

7.4

Approving the process towards adoption of CIL will require finance for officer
time to prepare the relevant documents, commission the evidence, hold the
examination and set up officers to charge, monitor and enforce CIL. As noted
in paragraph 6.15 these costs are recoverable.

8.

ALTERNATIVES TO CIL

8.1

The alternative is to continue using planning obligations secured via S106.
However, the new local plan infrastructure policies preclude tariff-style
contributions from small sites. To remove this restriction would require a full
local plan review process for those policies which would take longer than
7
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introducing CIL. And even then, the legal tests would still apply so the tariffs
could not be routinely applied. This approach is not recommended.
9.

MONITORING AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

9.1

Even without CIL, the Council needs to invest staff time into meeting new
monitoring and reporting requirements that relate to both CIL (if relevant) and
planning obligations 3. The Council will need to produce an Infrastructure
Funding Statement (IFS) by December 2020 and annually thereafter setting
out how developer contributions have been spent, how future receipts will be
spent, and whether the receipts derive from CIL or planning obligations. If the
Council introduces CIL there would be synergies between the two approaches
in terms of meeting the new monitoring and reporting requirements (potentially
including software that serves both purposes).

10.

CONCLUSION

10.1

The Council has previously stated its intention to introduce a CIL. Initial
estimates suggest that CIL should generate increased funding for local
infrastructure than a continued reliance on planning obligations. CIL is also
regarded as the best approach to address the cumulative impacts of smaller
developments. CIL should be viewed as a long-term commitment.

11

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

11.1

Introducing CIL is consistent with the adopted Hart Local Plan (Strategy &
Sites) 2032 and the Corporate Plan.

12

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

12.1

There are financial and resource implications which are set out in Appendix 6.
Planning, consultation and implementation costs of CIL are not covered within
existing budgets, however the CIL charges incorporate the costs of setting and
implementing the CIL Charging Schedule (5% of all CIL receipts).

13

ACTION

13.1

It is requested that Overview and Scrutiny Committee support the introduction
of CIL.

The Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) (England) (No. 2) Regulations 2019 PART 10A
Reporting and monitoring on CIL and planning obligations
3
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Contact Details:
Daniel Hawes

daniel.hawes@hart.gov.uk 01252 774120

Appendices:
Appendix 1: Viability
Appendix 2: Use Classes Order
Appendix 3: CIL rates in adjacent authorities
Appendix 4: Potential rates for residential C3 development
Appendix 5: Potential breakdown of the income from CIL
Appendix 6: Indicative resource implications of introducing a CIL
Background Papers:
Whole Plan and CIL Viability Study, Adams Integra, December 2016 and Addendum
January 2018
The Incidence, Value and Delivery of Planning Obligations and Community
Infrastructure Levy in England. MHCLG March 2018
Financial viability in planning RICS guidance note 1st edition (GN 94/2012)
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Appendix 1 – Viability

The illustration below shows the value of development and its components of costs,
mitigation and developer return.

Financial Viability in Planning, RICS, 2012
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Appendix 2 – Use Classes Order
PART A
Class A1. Shops
Class A2. Financial and professional services
Class A3. Food and drink
Class A4. Drinking Establishments
Class A5. For the sale of hot food for consumption off the premises

PART B
Class B1. Business
Class B2. General industrial
Class B8. Storage or distribution

PART C
Class C1. Hotels and hostels
Class C2. Residential institutions
Class C3. Dwelling houses
Class C4. Houses in multiple occupation

PART D
Class D1. Non-residential institutions
Class D2. Assembly and leisure
SUI GENERIS. Uses which do not fall within the specified use classes above

11
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Appendix 3 – CIL rates in adjacent authorities
The chart below provides information on the CIL charging schedules for Hart’s
neighbouring authorities. Note: the charges are those set at the point of adoption –
each January they are adjusted by the rate of inflation linked to the building cost
inflation provided by Building Cost Information Service (BCIS).
Adjacent
Authority

CIL
status

Basingstoke
and Deane

Adoption
Year

Residential
Charges £

Retail/
Commercial
Charges £

Other Charges £

Notes

2018

£200

£0

£0

No charge for
care home, extra
care, sheltered
housing, or
wholly flatted
schemes.

£350

£100

£0

To

£0

Multiple
residential
charging zones

Two charging
zones C3A
sheltered
housing
developments
with rates of £40
and £0 psm.

£140
Adopted

£80

2015
Adopted

Bracknell
Forest

£0

2015

Adopted

East
Hampshire

£0
A1-A5

Hotel £70

£150

£100

£0

£65

£0

Retail (A1-A5
£110

£10

£0
2014

Adopted

Surrey
Heath

£180

SANG £55

£200

£95

£100

or no
SANG £220

£0

£180
£0

12

0

Supermarket/
superstore and
retail warehouse
£200 psm. Two
charging zones
for all other
retail with rates
of £100 and £0
psm
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Adjacent
Authority

CIL
status

Wokingham

Adoption
Year

Residential
Charges £

Retail/
Commercial
Charges £

Other Charges £

Notes

2015

£365

£50

0

£340

£0

Two sheltered
housing zones
with rates of
£365 and £150
psm. Two
residential
institution and
extra care
housing with
rates of £100 and
£60 psm.

£320

Adopted

£300

2018

Adopted

Waverley

£395

£25

£372

£65

£452

£75

£435

£95

13

Older persons
accommodation
from £100 to
£268 depending
on affordable
housing provision
and location
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Appendix 4 – Potential rates for residential C3 development

Number of
bedrooms

Size (sq. m.)

Amount of CIL per home
based upon rate per sq. m. of:
£150
£175
£200

1

49

£7,350

£8,575

£9,800

2

70

£10,500

£12,250

£14,000

3

91

£13,650

£15,925

£18,200

4

110

£16,500

£19,250

£22,000

5

119

£17,850

£20,825

£23,800

6

127

£19,050

£22,225

£25,400

Home sizes (in sq. m.) is based on the midpoint of homes in each size (based on
number of bedrooms) as set out in the Technical Housing Standards – National
Described Space Standards.
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Appendix 5 – Potential breakdown of the income from CIL
The following tables assesses how the income from CIL would be broken down in
areas with and without made Neighbourhood Plans
Based upon a 3 bed home (91 sq. m.) and at a rate of £175 per sq. m. (see table in
Appendix 4) then the total CIL income would be £15,925
Situation where there is no made Neighbourhood Plan
80% to provide infrastructure to support
growth managed by Hart District Council

£12,740

15% Neighbourhood Portion given to Town
or Parish Council to provide infrastructure

£2,389

5% admin fee

£796

Total

£15,925

Situation where there is a made Neighbourhood Plan
70% to provide infrastructure to support
growth managed by Hart District Council

£11,147

25% Neighbourhood Portion given to Town
or Parish Council to provide infrastructure

£3,981

5% admin fee

£796

Total

£15,925
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Appendix 6 – Costs of introducing CIL

Table 1: Resources for creating the CIL charging schedule (setting out CIL rates)
Task

Resource / cost implication

Prepare CIL Charging Schedule
including consultation and examination
support.

Consultant and Staff time: 12 months, 23 days per week.

Commission update to viability study,
Infrastructure Delivery Plan and
Infrastructure Funding Gap analysis.

Tender Consultants £30,000 + staff time
(procurement, liaison etc.)

Examination: Examiner, programme
officer, legal support, expert witness.]

£5,000 fees + staff time

Table 2: Resources for operating CIL
Task

Resource / cost implication

Training: Understanding and
implementing the new procedures and
processes for collection and
monitoring.

Internal project team including
Development Management, Business
Support and Finance.

Appropriate software to run the
calculation, collection and monitoring
processes.

Add module to Uniform. Cost
recoverable.

Staff resources for calculation /
collection / monitoring / spending
including preparation of Infrastructure
Funding Statements.

CIL/S106 officer – 1 full time equivalent.
Cost recoverable.
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OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
DATE OF MEETING:

14 JULY 2020

TITLE OF REPORT:

COMMERCIALISATION – REVIEW OF FIRST
ASSET-BASED PROCUREMENT PROCESS.

Report of:

Commercialisation Manager

Cabinet member:

Cllr Richard Quarterman

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide a reflective review of the process the Council
has followed in procuring a specific asset-based investment opportunity. The report does
not seek to review the Commercialisation Strategy itself or to revisit the merits of the
decision to procure the first asset-based property.

1.2

For the purposes of this report the purchase of The Pavilion, Hedge End, Southampton is
used as a real example of a purchase, which was completed in March 2020.

2

RECOMMENDATION

2.1

There is no specific recommendation associated with this report as its purpose is to give
feedback on the approach that was followed on identifying the first asset-based
investment opportunity procured by the Council in accordance with the
Commercialisation Strategy agreed by Cabinet in August 2018.

3

BACKGROUND

3.1

The Commercialisation strategy was agreed at Cabinet on 2 August 2018 (attached as
Appendix 1). It has three key themes:
• To increase income broadly via asset-based investments (Theme 1);
• To reduce costs through such approaches as the LGA insurance mutual, better
utilisation of the civic offices and other Council owned assets, and a review of the
value of shared services; (Theme 2)
• To improve efficiency of services, decreasing current or future costs e.g. through
digitalisation and demand reduction (Theme 3)

3.2

The approach agreed by Cabinet for Theme 1 are:
• That the objective of the asset-based investment strategy is to secure long-term
additional income returns rather than capital growth;
• That any additional income received pursuant to this Commercialisation Strategy
should aim for a 4% net yield on any investment
• That commercial asset-based investment should be within the local region e.g. within
the M3 Enterprise LEP area, Solent LEP or Thames Valley Berkshire LEP but
residential asset-based investment should be within the District
• That early focus of the Commercialisation Strategy must primarily follow a strictly
commercial approach with the emphasis being on making the Council financially self-

sufficient. Therefore, any asset purchased for the purpose of the commercialisation strategy
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should be held for revenue gain only. Revenue received from the asset thereafter can then be
allocated according to the priorities of the Council.

3.3

In terms of decision-making, Cabinet agreed that the authority to make decisions to
procure an asset-based investment opportunity is:
“That the Joint Chief Executive be authorised, in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for
Commercialisation [originally this was the Leader], the Chairman of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee and the Section 151 Officer, to take all further decisions in respect of property
acquisitions pursuant to this Commercialisation Strategy, irrespective of value, and on conclusion
of the matter to report back to Cabinet at the earliest opportunity”.

4

PROCUREMENT PROCESS

4.1

In September 2019 the Council employed a suitably qualified and experienced
Commercialisation Manager to identify, advise on, and procure suitable asset-based
investment opportunities. To support this a structured way of working has been
developed to enable consistency in approach. The first stage was to create a database
framework and the second was to set up a robust assessment framework. These
frameworks were used to assess and negotiate the procurement of The Pavilion, Hedge
End, Southampton in March 2020.
Database Framework

4.2

To maintain a co-ordinated approach a structured database framework was created in
September 2019 to manage the Commercialisation activity. It records the following:
– Existing Civic and operational assets
– Existing Investment assets
– Potential opportunities (further disregarded or shortlisted)

4.3

The database framework is a useful tool in managing any potential purchase
opportunities. Since its inception, 35 commercial opportunities have been reviewed, 32
were discounted following a very high-level assessment, 2 were investigated in more
detail, and the recent purchased of The Pavilion office in Hedge End, Southampton was
the end result.
Assessment frameworks
Stage 1:
Search

Stage 2:
Property Review

Stage 3:
Detailed Analysis

Stage 4:
Site Inspection

Stage 8:
Final Approval,
Exchange &
Completion

Stage 7:
Due Diligence

Stage 6:
Negotiations

Stage 5:
Business Case
Approval

4.4

Stage 1 is the search principle stage – it is set by the Commercialisation Strategy itself;
Stages 2 and 3 involve an informed desktop-based investigation; Stage 4 is a site visit
based assessment; Stage 5 involves decision maker assessments; Stages 6 and 7 involve
negotiations with the owners/agents, and Stage 8 involves the formal sign off process as
agreed by Cabinet.
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Stage 1: Search
•
•

The Commercialisation Strategy approved by Cabinet detailed the search areas for
commercial opportunities to be focused on: M3 Enterprise LEP, Solent LEP or the
Thames Valley Berkshire LEP.
The Commercialisation Manager engaged with property agents and owners in those
areas to promote the Council’s active requirement. Contact with these parties is
regular to maintain progress. The only alternative method is external marketing, but
this is expensive and from experience, it does not yield consistent opportunities.

Stage 2: Property Review
•

•

The Commercialisation Manager reviewed the marketing brochure assessing the age
and type of construction, age of mechanical and electrical services, location, size,
tenant covenant strength, lease length, local amenities, proximity to transport and
available buildings in the locality.
Engaging with local agents is also useful to gain an understanding of the micro
economic factors of the locality.

Stage 3: Detailed Analysis
•

•

•

A detailed business case appraisal model has been developed internally. The model
has been extremely useful, a copy of which is attached at Appendix 2. It creates
consistency in assessment and decision making and it can be varied to take in account
local circumstances and various scenarios.
The model calculated the cash in and outflows over the holding period and
summarised the information in a dashboard. The dashboard provided a consolidated
statement of all the qualitative and quantitative information, for example SWOT
analysis, income, market rent, overall return etc; in a standardised form that also
allowed direct comparison with other investments.
The model enabled a swift analysis to be undertaken and gave an early opportunity to
provide an initial overview of the suitability as an investment.

Stage 4: Site Inspection
•

The model demonstrated that a potential business case for the procurement of The
Pavilion had some merit. The Commercialisation Manager at this point felt it right to
visit the site and assess the local area.

Stages 5: Business Case Approval
•

•

The Commercialisation Manager presented the business case in detail to the S151 and
JCX and provided an overview of all work carried out to that date. The business case
included a recommendation of opening offer price and a ‘maximum’ price we should
not exceed.
Following agreement with the S151 and JCX, the business case was discussed with the
Portfolio Holder and the Chairman of Overview and Scrutiny. A written overview
was provided along with the supporting model outcome. At each stage the various
consultees had the opportunity to question the information provided and voice
concerns or to halt proceedings.

Stage 6: Negotiations
• Upon agreement to the business case, the Commercialisation Manager submitted a
bid to the owners detailing relevant information including price, proposed timescale,
solicitors’ details etc.
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• Upon agreement of Heads of Terms for the purchase, the Commercialisation
Manager discussed the purchase with the JCX’s and also consulted with the Officer
Leadership team to brief them on the negotiating position and to instruct solicitors
with the agreed purchase price within the range set in the business case.
• The Commercialisation Manager also informed the finance team of the potential
purchase including deposit, completion amounts and timings for the payments to that
the budget position could be considered before any final commitment was made to
pursue the purchase to completion.
Stage 7: Due Diligence
•

The Commercialisation Manager created a purchase checklist of all items to be included
in the due diligence, attached at Appendix 3.

Stage 8: Final Approval, Exchange & Completion
•
•

•
•

Having completed all due diligence, the appointed legal advisors provided a purchase
report on Title detailing all their legal due diligence with appropriate advice.
This report was forwarded to S151, JCX, the Portfolio Holder for Commercialisation,
and the Chairman of Overview & Scrutiny along with the final business case and
purchase checklist. All were given the opportunity to discuss the intention to
complete.
A deposit was paid on exchange which effectively secured the property and tied both
parties to complete the transaction.
Upon completion, the balance of the purchase price was required which included two
separate signatories from S151 and JCX

5

REVIEW CONCLUSIONS

5.1

The streamlined approval process agreed by Cabinet was critical in the success for
securing the asset as it emerged that the Council was in competition with other parties
who were using external debt funding. As the Commercialisation Manager had been able
to confirm that initial approval was obtained, subject to due diligence, it significantly
strengthened the Council’s negotiating position.

5.2

The safeguards in decision making worked effective and efficiently and enable the Council
to make swift and robust decision-making with proper safeguards maintained at all times.

Appendix 1 – The Commercialisation Strategy – August 2018
Appendix 2 – Business Case Analysis
Appendix 3 – Purchase Checklist
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Appendix 1
CABINET
DATE OF MEETING:

2 AUGUST 2018

TITLE OF REPORT:

COMMERCIALISATION AT HART

Report of:

Joint Chief Executive

Cabinet Member:

Councillor David Neighbour, Leader

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

This report presents a ‘strategic business case’ for progressing the
Commercialisation project across the Council as part of its project management
programme.

1.2

It presents the proposed scope of what will be considered for ‘commercialisation’
and the key principles for capturing the resultant financial benefits. It does not
provide a specific breakdown at this stage of exactly how and where the net
commercialisation additional income will be achieved. This will be developed from
the detailed work which will follow across a diverse range of activities as part of the
project. However, it does show some initial areas where a more commercial
approach could reap dividends.

1.3

An important element of this report is to allow the Council to be bold and to
increase income through strategic property investment. This is the main focus of the
report (Recommendation 1(a)) but the remaining elements (Recommendation 1(b)
and (c) are also constantly being kept under review.

2

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION

2.1

That Cabinet agree, subject to regular review at appropriate intervals, the following
framework for the Council’s commercial strategy:
1.

That the commercial strategy has three key themes:
a. To increase income broadly via asset based investments;
b. To reduce costs through such approaches as the LGA insurance mutual,
better utilisation of the civic offices and other Council owned assets, and
a review of the value of shared services;
c. To improve efficiency of services, decreasing current or future costs e.g.
through digitalisation and demand reduction.

2.

That the objective of the asset based investment strategy is to secure long
term additional income returns rather than capital growth.

3.

That any additional income received pursuant to this Commercialisation
Strategy should aim for a 4% net yield on any investment
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4.

That commercial asset based investment should be within the local region e.g.
within the M3 Enterprise LEP area, Solent LEP or Thames Valley Berkshire
LEP but residential asset based investment should be within the District.

5.

That any asset purchased for the purpose of this Commercial Strategy is held
for income gain only. Any income received from the asset can then be
allocated according to the priorities of the Council.

6.

That, subject to proper scrutiny of any spend, a £500k ‘invest to grow’
budget is allocated to the Joint Chief Executives, for use to:
(a) utilise specialist expertise or resources, and/or
(b) increase commercialisation capacity within the organisation;
(c) instil commercial principles in management;
(d) increase commercial awareness throughout the Council and thereby
increase opportunities.

7

That the Joint Chief Executive be authorised, in consultation with the Leader,
the Chairman of Overview and Scrutiny Committee and the Section 151
Officer, to take all further decisions in respect of property acquisitions
pursuant to this Commercialisation Strategy, irrespective of value, and on
conclusion of the matter to report back to Cabinet at the earliest
opportunity.

8

That upon the completion of the first acquisition pursuant to this
Commercialisation Strategy a reflective review should be carried out to learn
from experience and the findings reported to Overview and Scrutiny
Committee.

9

That it be recommended to Council that the Financial Regulations in the
Constitution be amended to facilitate the speedy acquisition of property
transactions and to amend Article 12 of the Constitution to exclude property
transactions pursuant to this Commercialisation strategy from the definition
of a ‘Key Decision’”.

10

That an ethical framework should be followed in any asset procurement
pursuant to this Commercialisation Strategy.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

This report is set against the context of anticipated negative revenue support grant
next year of £500K and the expected phased reduction in New Homes Bonus
(NHB) from 2020/2021 (at £2.2m NHB currently represents approximately 20% of
the Council’s income). Although not yet confirmed it is anticipated that the phased
loss of NHB will need to be replaced in full by an alternative income stream by 2023.

3.2

Commercialisation can have a range of definitions. However in the local government
realm, it is normally identified as an action or range of actions, which leads to
• an increase in income,
• a reduction in costs (e.g. overheads)
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•

improve efficiency of service which decreases current or future costs.

3.3

The Council has, over a series of years, taken some bold decisions which have
helped reduce costs and increase service sustainability. Most notable amongst these
have been the approach to Shared Services, with almost 60% of Council spend within
shared services arrangements and the delivery of the new Leisure Centre and
outsourcing of Leisure Services, which has provided benefits to both community and
financial sustainability. These actions have historically been however, considered as
isolated projects.

3.4

At its September 2017 meeting, Cabinet agreed a broader framework on the
approach to be adopted towards commercialisation for Hart. That paper set out
some of the key drivers for commercialisation, focussing on the clear risks to long
term sustainability due to the anticipated financial position by 2020/2021.

3.5

Having established this framework, the Local Government Association (LGA) Peer
Review was asked earlier this year to look in some detail at the Council’s approach
to Commercialisation. The Review found that the Council had positively recognised
the importance of taking a more commercial approach. However the Review team
felt that it would be useful for the Council to
• clarify the priority given to commercialisation,
• further define its approach and ensure this is widely understood and
• support this work with appropriate resources.

3.6

The Review went on to suggest however, that ‘commercial activities often require initial
‘invest to save’ funding and the Council should consider providing resources (from reserves)
to support commercial or other transformational activity. This could take the form of a
‘transformation fund’ under the control of the senior management team’.

4.

KEY CHOICES

4.1

To achieve financial stability and long term service provision to our communities,
significant commercialisation is required and there are a number of key choices for
the Council to make:
• Identification of key strands to the commercial strategy – what key
narrative does the Council wish to provide key stakeholders, staff and residents
on its proposed approach to commercialisation; on what key themes does it wish
to focus?
• Revenue v Capital Income – does the Council intend to focus on capital
receipts or long term revenue income?
• Criteria for investment – will the Council set a target rate of return, above
current returns available within the financial sector, and how will this be balanced
against risk?
• Where to invest – will the Council constrain itself on the location of asset
based investments and if so, will it consider commercial and residential assets in a
different way?
• Commercial return v social return – will the Council seek social benefit
from each asset based investment or seek to invest for the greatest rate of
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•
•
4.2

return, enabling income to be focussed on the key priorities of the
administration?
Invest to Save Approach – does the Council want to invest (from reserves or
through borrowing) to enable the prioritisation of the commercial approach?
Governance – will the Council seek strong and effective decision making which
will support commercial decision making?

To make these choices the Council will need to consider a number of factors:• The balance between risk and reward it wishes to strike;
• The balance between commercial and social return it wants to achieve;
• The balance between control and choice it wishes to exercise in the location
of asset based investments;
• The amount of flexibility and commercial capacity it wishes to retain and
the governance structures required to enable this.

Identification of key strands to the commercial strategy
4.3

Councils may focus on a range of key approaches when considering
commercialisation. The LGA in their report ‘Enterprising Councils – supporting
Councils’ income generation activity’ highlight a range of options including charging,
trading, and asset investment.

4.4

For Hart, it has been a journey which has seen the Council move towards a ‘buyer
pays’ approach for those services where there is flexibility of charging at a local level.
This should mean that (in most cases) the cost to serve is covered by the cost to the
resident. The Council have also effectively utilised shared services as a key method
to reduce service costs, whilst enhancing service resilience. Essentially many of the
‘low hanging fruit’ that many councils would take up through commercialisation, have
already been used at Hart.

4.5

Therefore in focussing on the future, the following key themes are suggested:
4.5.1

Income generation
To focus on income to be achieved broadly via asset based investments (see
paragraphs 4.9 and remainder of paper below by way of rationale)

4.5.2

Cost Reduction
To continue to strive to reduce costs (including overheads) through such
approaches as the LGA insurance mutual, better utilisation of the civic offices,
and other Hart assets. Also, as proposed by the LGA Peer Review, to take
stock of the shared services we have with partners, to ensure that they
remain value for money. This will be subject to a separate paper in due
course, to Cabinet.

4.5.3

Improve efficiency
This theme has two limbs, the first is to improve the productivity of our staff
through the use of improved work process flows and mobile working (in
cloud based environments) to improve functionality, reduce duplication of
work, and improve integration between systems.
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Recognising that Hart is the least deprived local authority in the country, with
high educational attainment and hence high levels of customer expectation
the next limb is to use technology to reduce demand on our services. By
enhancing and improving functionality to our website, interoperability with
our other databases, we should be able to establish significant enhancements
in customer experience enabling our residents to ‘self-serve’ at any time of
the day or night. This area of innovative technology is being explored and will
be subject to a separate paper to Cabinet.
Recommendation1:
That the commercial strategy has three key themes:
a. To increase income broadly via asset based investments;
b. To reduce costs through such approaches as the LGA insurance
mutual, better utilisation of the civic offices and other Council owned
assets, and a review of the value of shared services;
c. To improve efficiency of services, decreasing current or future costs
e.g. through digitalisation and demand reduction.
Revenue v Capital Income
4.6

The Council has seen a substantial reduction in Government Grant and at present, is
predicted to move into negative grant in 2019. In addition, NHB, which has equated
to 20% of the Council’s revenue budget, is due to be phased out from 2020/2021
(noting that this is subject to further consultation).

4.7

At a time of dwindling revenue, the Council’s capital position has been improving.
Currently the Council’s unallocated reserves are £5.5m (current allocated reserves
are £20.96m making a total reserve of £26.46m). The Council’s Treasury Strategy
sets out how the Council will act to maximise benefit from these reserves, balancing
risk and reward. However even with careful management, the level of returns from
investments are currently significantly lower than 2% or the rate of inflation. This
would suggest that there is a need to use the opportunity to invest capital to secure
improved revenue returns.

4.8

It must be recognised that significant investments may require use of external
funding options, such as the Public Works Loan Board, or alternative providers. As
with the other key decisions, such as to build the Leisure Centre, the cost of
borrowing would need to be factored, long term, into any business case for asset
based investment.

4.9

Whatever the case, the primary objective must be to make investments for the
benefit, improvement or development of the area, through a balanced investment of
acquisition, retention and management of good quality investments, whilst also
delivering an effective and significant income return to the Council. In all instances
the principle of being relatively risk-averse whilst maximising the return to the
Council should be taken in respect of investment opportunities.
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Recommendation 2:
That the commercial strategy is to see long term revenue returns, as
opposed to capital growth.
Criteria for Investment
4.10

Achieving a spread of risk across a greater number of investments and by acquiring
them across the range of different property asset classes, namely leisure, office and
industrial, is to be desired. It spreads the risk although it has to be recognised that
opportunities to do this may not arise, and ultimately if individual business cases are
robust, groupings in any individual property class should not pose any increased risk
to the Council.

4.11

Traditionally the highest returns come from the office and industrial sub-sectors.
Currently offices can provide a gross income return of around 7.5%. Industrial
income yields can range from 6.0% up to 7.5% for acceptable quality assets and it is
known that demand is relatively high for such accommodation – particularly small
business units. The retail sub-sector for prime retail property is however, much
lower than comparable office/industrial assets and comes with far greater risk. On
this evidence it is likely that predominantly office and industrial/warehouse will be
targeted for acquisition with no emphasis on retail. Leisure and mixed use
investments will also be eligible under the strategy. Residential opportunities are
also desirable although they may come with higher management costs.

4.12

The investment portfolio will include acquiring some properties to hold and some
properties to dispose of depending on the anticipated lifespan of the asset, so as to
ensure that the Council has a rolling stock of investments in order to achieve
maximum benefit for the Council.

4.13

An assessment of all risks will be required in each case of fresh investment in order
firstly to value it and then to check its suitability for inclusion in the portfolio. The
risks fall into two categories, firstly economic and property market risks in specific
property market sub-sectors and locations and secondly asset-specific risks. These
can be measured and an assessment made of the likely future performance of the
investment carried out based on, for example, the ranges of likely future rental
growth and voids of the property and also the projected disposal price or capital
value at the end of the period over which the cash flow analysis is being measured.
For this reason, in making any decision to acquire or invest the Section 151 Officer
will need to prepare a full and auditable assessment of risks and options, including
financial forecasting to enable informed decision making.
Recommendation 3:
That any income received pursuant to this Commercialisation Strategy
should aim for a 4% net yield on any investment.
Where to invest

4.14

The September 2017 Commercial Strategy established that the Council should “be
open minded to opportunities outside of the district, which may provide greater rewards,
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without enhanced risks”. In considering the question of where to invest, the Council
must be mindful of the local context and the level of choice available for investment.
4.15

Hart would be the preferred location for fresh acquisitions of investment properties,
so that reinvestment is directly retained within the local economy and any additional
capital expenditure is made in the local area. However, there is a finite and limited
supply of property within the local area, and of that supply only a small proportion
may be available for purchase at any time that meet the requirements of the Council.
The Council must therefore look across a wider area. The M3 Enterprise LEP area,
Solent LEP or Thames Valley Berkshire LEP area should also be considered for fresh
acquisitions as there is evidence (such as travel to work information for example)
that demonstrates that investment in these areas has a positive impact on Hart’s
economy. The strategy should also permit opportunities for co-investment with
partner organisations of good financial and reputational standing. The options of local
joint venture opportunities should therefore be supported.

4.16

When considering residential assets, whilst there are opportunities outside of the
district, there are a significant number of currently untapped opportunities within the
district which could be explored. Again the option for the Council to look at Joint
Venture or similar approaches, would be appropriate where it results in the Council
secure long term revenue streams.
Recommendation 4:
That commercial asset based investment should be within the local
region e.g. within the M3 Enterprise LEP area, Solent LEP or Thames
Valley Berkshire LEP but residential asset based investment should be
within the district.
Commercial return v social return

4.17

The Council is here to support and provide services to its residents and this is
clearly set out in the Council’s Corporate Plan. Therefore it could be reasonably
anticipated that the Council may at some future point in time seek to implement a
commercial approach that would deliver benefits both financially and socially.

4.18

There is, however, a choice to be made between:
a. the Council implementing a purely commercial approach, delivering maximum
revenue, which it could then allocate to services, subsidies, grants or other form
of funding, based on the priority of the Council or
b. the Council implementing a social commercial approach, which would balance
social benefit with financial return.

4.19

The choice between these different approaches depends upon the clarity and focus
that the Council wishes to exercise in its commercial approach. The early focus
however, must primarily follow a strictly commercial approach with the emphasis
being on making the Council finically self-sufficient. Only once financial selfsufficiency has been secured then there an added emphasising on securing greater
social benefits.
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Recommendation 5:
The early focus of this Commercial Strategy must primarily follow a
strictly commercial approach with the emphasis being on making the
Council financially self-sufficient. Therefore, any asset purchased for the
purpose of commercial strategy should be held for revenue gain only.
Revenue received from the asset thereafter can then be allocated
according to the priorities of the Council.
Invest to Save Approach
4.20

As outlined earlier, it was a conclusion of the LGA Peer Review that ‘commercial
activities often require initial ‘invest to save’ funding and the Council should consider
providing resources (from reserves) to support commercial or other
transformational activity. This could take the form of a ‘transformation fund’ under
the control of the senior management team’. Recommendation 6 is a one-off budget
provision of £500k to buy in approach capacity and expertise – this funding would
not be used to fund ‘business as usual’ expenditure.

4.21

It is recommended that this funding could be allocated to the Joint Chief Executives,
to enable delegated decisions to be taken to ensure the appropriate level of
resource and expertise are available to the Council, to make informed choices. This
should result in an agile and professional approach to the commercialisation agenda.

4.22

To ensure visibility of benefit of this spending, regular monitoring of the
commercialisation progress, including budget spend, would be reported to Overview
and Scrutiny Committee and Cabinet.
Recommendation 6:
That a £500K ‘invest to grow’ budget is allocated to the Joint Chief
Executives, for use to
(a) utilise specialist expertise or resources, and/or
(b) increase commercialisation capacity within the organisation
(c) instil commercial principles in management
(d) increase commercial awareness throughout the Council and
thereby increase opportunities
Governance

4.23

Where commercial decisions have to made it is important that the Council has in
place strong governance arrangement that allow quick, transparent, and accountable
decision making processes. The commercial market is very quick and decisive and
the Council needs to recognise that decisions made to procure commercial
opportunities will not necessarily suit standard local authority decision making
processes.

4.24

To ensure both accountability and transparency the recommendation
(Recommendation 7) is that Joint Chief Executive, in consultation with the Leader,
the Chairman of Overview and Scrutiny Committee, and the Section 151 Officer to
take all further decisions in respect of property acquisitions and disposals pursuant
to this Commercialisation strategy, irrespective of value (albeit this is already limited
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by the Council’s Constitutional limit on borrowing to £30m in total), and on
conclusion of the matter to report back to Cabinet at the earliest opportunity.
4.25

An operating procedure needed to be worked up and the relevant Members, in
contributing to any acquisition decisions, would need the appropriate support and
advice. A full audit trail of any decision would need to be maintained and External
Audit also has a statutory role in giving an independent view on any decisions made
to ensure proper conduct of financial affairs and the management of performance
and use of resources.
RECOMMENDATION 7
To authorise the Joint Chief Executive, in consultation with the Leader,
the Chairman of Overview and Scrutiny Committee, and the Section 151
Officer to take all further decisions in respect of property acquisitions and
disposals pursuant to this Commercialisation strategy, irrespective of
value, and on conclusion of the matter to report back to Cabinet at the
earliest opportunity.

4.26

To facilitate the appropriate form of decision making Council will need to agree to
change the Constitution to amend the Financial Regulations in the Constitution and
also amend Article 12 of the Constitution to exclude property transactions pursuant
to this proposed Commercialisation strategy from the definition of a ‘Key Decision’
(Recommendation 8)
RECOMMENDATION 8
To recommend to Council that the Financial Regulations in the
Constitution be amended to facilitate the speedy acquisition of property
transactions and to amend Article 12 of the Constitution to exclude
property transactions pursuant to this Commercialisation strategy from
the definition of a ‘Key Decision’”.

4.27

It is recommended that upon the completion of the first acquisition a reflective
review should be carried out to learn from experience, and the findings reported
back to Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
RECOMMENDATION 9
That upon the completion of the first acquisition pursuant to this
Commercialisation Strategy a reflective review should be carried out to
learn from experience and the findings reported to Overview and
Scrutiny Committee.

4.28

In all instances the Council will follow an ethical framework in assets procurement as
agreed in the September 2017 adoption of the Hart Commercialisation Strategy
2017-2022.
RECOMMENDATION 10
That an ethical framework should be followed in any asset procurement
pursuant to this Commercial Strategy.
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ACTION

5.1

If the Council is minded to accept these recommendations, work can then start in
earnest on the commercialisation approach for the Council.

5.2

The Council will firstly consider the need for resources to support the approach and
whether this can be resourced externally, or whether there will be an element which
will need to be delivered internally.

5.3

Once resources are in place, the commercial approach will be further developed and
deepened. It is anticipated that further reports will be brought forward, during
autumn/winter which will outline in greater detail the anticipated work programme
in particular associated with themes two and three – reduced costs and increased
efficiency.

5.4

Monitoring and reporting on performance will be important to ensure the visibility
and benefit of the commercialisation. It is anticipated that there will be Annual
reports at the end of this financial year with regular six monthly review reports
thereafter.

Patricia Hughes, x4143, patricia.hughes@hart.gov.uk
BACKGROUND PAPERS:Commercial Strategy – Cabinet September 2017
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Appendix 2
Southampton: The Pavilion

10/02/2020

Executive Summary - The Property
All amounts in GBP
Commercial Property

The Property

Property Name

Botley Grange Office Campus
Hedge End
Southampton SO30 2DF

Location

Type

Multi let offices

Description

Office Building over Ground and 1st floors.
Overiding Lease to Trethowans LLP

Year of Construction

2009
15 min drive
1.5 miles (M27)
N/A
5 miles

Public Transport:
Motorway:
City Center:
Airport:

Location

Property information
Lettable area

Sq ft

Car parking spaces

1 per 244 sq ft

23,200

Tenure

95

Freehold
2

Number of floors

Income profile

Add map here

Let area

23,200

Sq ft

Vacancy rate

Number of tenants

1

number

0.0%

Contracted rent p.a.

380,480 GBP

Contracted Rent /Sq ft

16.40 GBP

Market rent p.a.

+22%

464,000 GBP

Market Rent /Sq ft

+22%

20 GBP

Stamp Duty Land Tax @ 4.83%
Agent Fee @ 1.00% of equity p.a.

Property costs

Offer Price

6,000,000

GBP

Legal Fees @ 1.00% of equity p.a.
Other acquisition @ .00%

SWOT

good quality property developed in 2009
Strong Location on renowned office
Recently refurbished
Fully Let
excellent road and rail links

Strengths

maintain income return for 9.5 years
near expiry, engage to secure reversionary Lease
Opportunities

minor: 60 miles from Hart DC
Weaknesses

competition on the business park
long time to expiry exposes market risk

Threats

Key performance indicators
GBP (million)

Entry price

Exit price

Entry price

Exit price

Fees

315.39

Entry price
8.0

7.0

258.62

Millions

Entry

GBP/Sq ft

6.0

5.0

%

6.34%

%

5.58%

Rental income

GBP

Contracted annual rent

GBP

Multiplier on exit

x

Lettable area

Sq ft

23,200

Lettable area

Sq ft

23,200

Entry price

per Sq ft

258.62 GBP

Exit price

per Sq ft

315.39 GBP

Return Analysis

1

PRICE PER SQM

First 5 years income / expenses

Thousands

Income

GBP

Business Rates
Marketing/Letting
1,500
Other
Charges

Tax

Reversionary yield

%

NPV

GBP

Initial Annual Return

%

Average Annual Income

GBP

192,856 1st 5 years

Average Annual Income

GBP

218,299 over whole term

5 year average yield

%

3.21%

10 year average yield

%

3.43%

25 year average yield

%

3.32%

50 year average yield

%

3.64%

7.24%

Interest rate

%

0.80%

MRP Provision

%

2.00%

Inflation rate

%

0.00%

13,210,260
3.91%

1,958

357
637

Ungeared

1,958

994

Income

2020_21

380,480

2021_22

380,480

2022_23

2023_24

380,480

2024_25

380,480

436,160

Total
1,958,080

-

0

Voids

-

-

-

-

0

Service Charge

-

-

-

-

-

-

100,000

Business Rates

-

-

-

-

-

-

Marketing/Letting

-

-

-

-

-

386,743
993,802

994

Other Charges

-

20,000 -

Financing costs @ 0.8%

-

51,276 -

MRP Provision @ 2.0%

-

Tax

Finance costs

1,958
357Operating costs
250.3128524

-

Net Cash

Expenses

74,404 234,800

Expense Ratio

0
Income

30 months

-

TOTAL

Confidential

Years
Months

-

MRP Provision @ 2.0%

Operating Expenses
Finance Expenses

50 years

Hold period
Void + Rent Free on Expiry

-

250,313

Income
500

Maintain strong relationship with tenant and prepare Lease negotiations nearing expiry of Lease in 2027 onwards.

Dilapidation Expenditure

Financing costs @ 0.8%
1,958,080

year 49

15.8x

0

0

1,000

6.34%
464,000

Expenses

0

256,747 Total

1,958

Service
2,000Charge

380,480

%

First 5 years cash flow

Income
Expenses
Income
1,958,080
2,500
Dilapidation Expenditure

Voids

638,000

Net initial yield

3.0

0.0

409,500

$0

7,317,073

GBP

6,409,500 Dilapidation expenditure

Gross yield on entry

Business plan

1.0

Exit price

Gross yield on exit

4.0

2.0

Exit

6,000,000

GBP

38%

Net Return

3.91%

1/2

20,000 50,681 75,781 234,018
38%

3.90%

20,000 50,075 77,296 233,109
39%

3.89%

-

20,000 -

256,747 -

20,000 -

256,747

100,000
-

49,456 -

48,825 -

250,313

78,842 -

80,419 -

386,743

30,169

964,278

232,181
39%

3.87%

93%

0.50%

51%

3.21%
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Executive Summary - The Property
All amounts in GBP
Commercial Property
Tenancy Profile - Rent income
Top 3 Tenants
GBP/year

Current vs. Market Rent by Industry

Top Tenants

Current Rent Market Rent
GBP/year
GBP/year

GBP/Sq ft

The Tenant

Tenant 2

Tenant 2

Current

Other

1 The Tenant

Market

380,480
0
0
0
0
380,480

2 Tenant 2
20.00

Vacant

12.00

350,000

Total
Tenants by Type

Office
Retail
Industrial
Warehouse
Leisure
Parking

12.00

400,000

4 Other

16.12

16.40

450,000

20.00

20.00

3 Tenant 2
500,000

300,000
250,000
200,000

Total

150,000
0.00

0.00

0.00

LEISURE

PARKING

Market
Rent

WAREHOUSE

Current
Rent

INDUSTRIAL

0.00

,0

RETAIL

OFFICE

50,000

0.00

Tenants by Sector

100,000

Production
Professional Services
Business Services
Health & Medical
Property
Vacant
Total

Tenants by Sector
0%

Production

Office

0%

Retail
Professional
Services

Industrial
Warehouse
Leisure

100%

Parking

Business
Services

23,200
0
0
0
0
23,200

%

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

GBP/year

%

Sq ft

% Sq ft

380,480
0
0
0
0
0
380,480

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

23,200
0
0
0
0
0
23,200

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

GBP/year

%

Sq ft

% Sq ft

0
380,480
0
0
0
0
0
380,480

0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

0
380,480
0
0
0
0
0
380,480

0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

9.07
9.07
Current
Market
Rent GBP/Sq ft p.a.
20.00
16.40

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

20.00
12.00
12.00
20.00
16.12

Operating Net Cashflow
GBP
Thousands

Tenants by Type

464,000
464,000

WAULT to break

Lettable area
Sq ft

500
400
300
200
100
-100

100%

-200
-300

Current tenant has agreed a Reversionary Lease: in July 2024 the new lease begins and the tenant will benefit from a 7 month rent free period. We have
assumed that the current headline rent will be revised at this date @ market rate for second hand premises.
This lease expitres in July 2029 and we assume a 30 month void period (6 months refurbishment, 12 months marketing, 12 months rent free to new
tenant)

Sensitivity Analysis
4.50%
4.00%

1st year yield

3.50%
min. rent
per Sq ft
3.00%
Rate per
Sq ft 16.40
2.50%
2.00%
1.50%
1.00%
0.50%
0.00%

15.90
15.40
14.90
14.40
13.90
13.40
12.90
16.40
12.40

1st Year Yield Acceptable
3.91%
4%
3.72%
4%
3.53%
4%
3.33%
4%
3.14%
min. rent per Sq ft 4%
2.95%
4%
2.75%
4%
2.56%
4%
15.90
15.40
14.90
14.40
13.90
2.37%
4%

13.40

12.90

12.40

Rate per Sq ft

3.52%
3.50%

50 year yield

Total Void Period
50 year
between
yieldbreaks
Acceptable
3.48%
30.00
3.43%
4%
Total Void Period
between breaks
3.46%
4%
31.00
3.44%
3.44% 32.00
3.44%
4%
4%period
3.44%
max. void
3.42% 33.00
34.00
3.44%
4%tenants
between
3.40% 35.00
4%
3.45%
3.45%
4%
3.38% 36.00
30.00
31.00 3.45%
32.00
33.00
34.00
35.00
36.00
4%
37.00
38.00
3.45% Total Void Period
4%
between breaks

Confidential

37.00

38.00

5 Year
Average
Yield
3.21%
3.05%
2.89%
2.73%
2.57%
2.41%
2.25%
2.09%
1.93%
1.76%

50 Year
Average
Yield
3.43%
3.35%
3.27%
3.19%
3.12%
3.04%
2.96%
2.88%
2.80%
2.72%

Rate per Sq ft

Gross Annual
Income GBP

NIY

NPV GBP

IRR

1st Year
Yield

16.40
15.90
15.40
14.90
14.40
13.90
13.40
12.90
12.40
11.90

380.48K
368.88K
357.28K
345.68K
334.08K
322.48K
310.88K
299.28K
287.68K
276.08K

5.58%
5.41%
5.24%
5.07%
4.90%
4.73%
4.56%
4.39%
4.22%
4.05%

13.21M
13.32M
13.44M
13.57M
13.72M
13.87M
14.05M
14.23M
14.44M
14.67M

5.31%
5.29%
5.27%
5.25%
5.24%
5.22%
5.21%
5.20%
5.19%
5.19%

3.91%
3.72%
3.53%
3.33%
3.14%
2.95%
2.75%
2.56%
2.37%
2.17%

Total Void Period between
breaks

NPV GBP

IRR

50 Year Average
Yield

Marketing
Period

Total Void
Period

Acceptable
Yield?

13.21M

5.31%

3.43%

5.27%
5.23%
5.19%
5.15%
5.11%
5.07%
5.04%
5.00%
4.96%

3.44%
3.44%
3.44%
3.44%
3.45%
3.45%
3.45%
3.45%
3.45%

12 months
13 months
14 months
15 months
16 months
17 months
18 months
19 months
20 months
21 months

30 months
31 months
32 months
33 months
34 months
35 months
36 months
37 months
38 months
39 months

NO

13.08M
12.95M
12.82M
12.70M
12.57M
12.44M
12.31M
12.18M
12.06M

30 months
31 months
32 months
33 months
34 months
35 months
36 months
37 months
38 months
39 months

2/2

Acceptable
yield?

YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
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Appendix 3
The Pavilion purchase checklist
GJL
Item
Heads of Terms agreed
Solicitor appointed
VAT option to tax advice
VAT election
Insurance
Lease, Licences documents
CPSE
Full O&M manuals
Management Company report
Legal Pack
Chancel Check
Drainage & Water search
Fire, H&S, Water Hygiene,
Electrical Test certs
Highways Search
Environmental check report
Local Authority search
Title documents
EPC certificate
Estate service charge
Owners insurance documents
Terrorism Insurance
Management Company Info
Rent deposit (if applicable)
Rent payment history
Service Charge accounts
Planning report from solicitor
Planning searches

Comments

Date Completed

Three quotes received, Gowling WLG best

3 Feb 2020
28 Feb 2020

On exchange
Re-instatement value, insured risks
Final document with agreed items
Held on site

6 Feb 2020
2 March 2020
19 Feb 2020
27 Feb 2020

19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020

Statements, invoices and budgets

19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020
28 Feb 2020

N/A

19 Feb 2020
19 Feb 2020
27 Feb 2020
27 Feb 2020
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
DATE OF MEETING:

14 JULY 2020

TITLE OF REPORT:

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PEER REVIEW
UPDATE

Report of:

Head of PLACE

Cabinet member:

Councillor Graham Cockarill, Place

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

To receive the independent Peer Review into the Council’s Development
Management Service (Appendix 1). The review has been undertaken at a high-level
focusing on what changes are necessary or desirable to make the service fully fit for
purpose over the next three to five years. The Review Team considered the wider
strategic and corporate challenges the service will need to address; assessing the
suitability of the current structure and organisation and skills required to meet these
challenges; and provided advice on necessary adaptions or reinforcement. The
review has highlighted that whilst the Service is working well, it can still make
improvements and strive for excellence.

2

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION

2.2

Committee to appoint 2 members (who are not in themselves members of Planning
Committee) to join a Working Party to assist in the consideration of the next steps
in relation to the Peer Review outcomes and the draft Action Plan.

3

BACKGROUND

3.1

Development Management (DM) is one of the Council’s principal front-line services
provided by the Council in its role as the Local Planning Authority. The functions
provided by the service cover a variety of matters including pre-application
discussions and advice, the determination of planning applications, dealing with
planning appeals, planning enforcement and dealing with heritage matters.

3.2

DM is one of the most public facing services that the Council provides often dealing
with highly emotive and complex issues that affect a variety of local residents and
businesses.

3.3

As has been reported previously, the Council performs satisfactorily when
measured against national performance indicators but with any service that deals
with substantial workloads. It is good practice to have an independent external
review of the Service which can critically assess the DM function and make
recommendations for improvement.

3.4

The Council engaged the Planning Officers’ Society Enterprises (POS) to assist the
Council in carrying out a Peer Review which took place in November 2019. The
1
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Peer Review team met with a number of Councillors, Officers and stakeholders
including some representatives from the Parish and Town Councils in order to
obtain feedback. In addition to the five days on site, documents and statistics were
provided to assist the review.
4

BRIEF OVERVIEW

4.1

The review identified a number of areas which, in the opinion of the Review Team,
should be the focus for the authority, and recommendations are included for
consideration. This summary covers the main findings and recommendations. There
are further recommendations in the report where there is room for improvement,
but these are not considered to be of the same priority. Following consideration of
the report, the authority should prepare an action plan with clear priorities and
timescales, in consultation with the staff.
Recommendation 1
An Improvement Action Plan is prepared, in consultation with staff,
which identifies the key priorities for improvement, with responsibilities
identified and a programme for their implementation.

4.2

During the course of the review both positive and negative factors of the Service
came to light. Both have been highlighted and recommendations are included
throughout the report where there is scope for improvement. Some of the
recommendations are specific, some recommend further examination by the
authority, and some are dependent on actions from outside the service and outside
the authority. An improvement plan that has too many priorities has no priorities,
and the authority needs to be realistic in determining actions and timescales.

4.3

It is a characteristic of the review process that there is an emphasis on the negatives
as these are where the service is not performing to the levels that could be
expected. This is always the case and does not indicate a failing service, more that
there is scope for improvement. Overall the Review Team found a service with
many well motivated and competent officers committed to providing a good service
to the public. However, it was clear that there was a lack of strategic direction such
that there was little clarity as to what was expected from the service at a political or
corporate level. This was reflected in a lack of corporate objectives and
performance criteria which at the service level resulted in little or no realistic
performance criteria or performance management.
Recommendation 2
The Authority’s priority should be to establish clear service objectives
which can then be translated into corporate, departmental and service
priorities, with targets and performance indicators that are regularly
monitored at the appropriate level and timescale. (See Section 7) of the
Review report.

4.4

The next priority should be to address the deficit in management capacity within the
service. The 2.5 officers at a management level are currently expected to run the
service on a day to day basis, manage performance and initiate and deliver service
improvement, while at the same time carry their own application caseload and very
often respond to customer inquiries of the most basic nature. This not realistic and
2
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has inevitably resulted in a service which is at best coping with the everyday service
pressures. For the Service to have the prospect for improvement it is essential that
there is increased management resource to take forward the action plan and secure
its implementation.
Recommendation 3
That the Authority consider measures to increase the management
capacity in the DM Service as an urgent priority. (See Section 11 of the
Review Report)
4.5

Elsewhere in the report there are many recommendations. Some of these represent
‘quick wins’ and could be implemented quickly and easily with immediate results.
Examples are at para 8.24 adopting a 3-week consultation period, para 8.25 to stop
posting site notices and 8.35 issuing decision notices immediately on sign off. Others
need further consideration of options or involve changing processes and procedures
with a longer timescale. An action plan is essential to rank the recommendations,
identify the work involved and allocate responsibility and resources. As already
emphasised, the action plan needs to be clearly prioritised and realistic in timescales
and resourcing if it is to be implemented successfully.

5

THE NEXT STEPS

5.1

Ae draft Action Plan is attached as Appendix 2 to this report. However, it requires
a full review in light of the changes to working arrangements due to the current
COVID-19 pandemic and also in light of the Council’s recovery plan which is
currently being developed.

5.2

It is not anticipated that the actions themselves will differ; it is the timescales for
completing these that need to be reviewed in particular. For example, some
changes have already taken place although in response to the “lockdown” situation
rather than as a direct response to the Peer Review; where this has happened this
needs to be reflected on. A Planning White Paper is also anticipated in Autumn
which will look at further reforms to the Planning System. The Council’s recovery
plan and the Planning White Paper will need to be reflected in the final Action Plan
as appropriate. Some recommendations of the draft Action Plan have already been
highlighted as Service Priorities in the Place Service Plan 2020-21.

5.3

In addition to a review of the draft Action Plan, Officers will continue to work with
the DM team to discuss and shape any changes. One of the principle
recommendations from the Review is that clear service objectives with priorities,
targets and performance indicators need to be established; irrespective of the order
or timing of other elements of the Action Plan this will be a priority as it will shape
the outcome of the remainder of the Action Plan. Officers will also brief the
Planning Committee and will set up a Planning Committee Working Party to discuss
the areas that affect the Planning Committee process including the format of the
Committee meetings, the reports and site visits.

5.4

It is recommended that Overview and Scrutiny Committee agrees to appoint 1 or 2
Members to join with Officers, Planning Committee, and the Portfolio Holder for
Place to refine the Action Plan ahead of the final report being brought back to both
Overview and Scrutiny Committee and Planning Committee this Autumn. It is
3
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recommended that the Overview ad Scrutiny representatives are not themselves
members of the Planning Committee. This will ensure that a wider breath of Member
involvement would be achieved. The purpose of the Working Party is to assist
Officers in formulating the Plan and associated actions/outcomes.
5.5

It is intended to report the final Action Plan along with an update as to any progress
made in Autumn 2020 to this Committee.

6

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

6.1

At present it is not anticipated that there will be any financial implications in relation
to the finalising of the Action Plan and proposals that may flow from it. Depending
upon the final Action Plan there may be financial and/or resource implications and
they will be reported when the Action Plan is reported back to this Committee.

7

ACTION

7.1

Members are requested to note the contents of the Final Review of the
Development Management Service Report along with the draft Action Plan.

Contact Details:

APPENDICES
Appendix 1 –
Appendix 2 –

Emma Whittaker x4115

Planning Officers Society Report: Review of the Development
Management Service Report
Draft Action Plan (February 2020)
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REPORT - FINAL
Hart District Council
Review of the Development Management Service
31 December 2019

POS Enterprises Ltd is the operational arm of the Planning Officers Society
Registered office: Park House, 37 Clarence Street, Leicester, LE1 3RW
Registered in England and Wales No 6708161
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Hart District Council
Review of the Development Management Service

1

Introduction and summary to main findings and
recommendations

1.1

POS Enterprises, the operational arm of the Planning Officers Society, was
appointed by Hart District Council to undertake a review of its Development
Management Service.

1.2

Throughout the process the staff have been helpful, open and constructive in their
comments. The consultants wish to highlight this and thank all involved for their
positive attitude to the entire review process.

1.3

The review identified a number of areas which, in the opinion of the Review Team,
should be the focus for the authority, and recommendations are included for
consideration. This summary covers the main findings and recommendations.
There are further recommendations in the report where there is room for
improvement, but these are not considered to be of the same priority. Following
consideration of the report, the authority should prepare an action plan with clear
priorities and timescales, in consultation with the staff.
Recommendation 1
An Improvement Action Plan is prepared, in consultation with staff, which
identifies the key priorities for improvement, with responsibilities identified
and a programme for their implementation.

1.4

During the course of the review both positive and negative factors of the Service
came to light. Both have been highlighted and recommendations are included
throughout the report where there is scope for improvement. Some of the
recommendations are specific, some recommend further examination by the
authority, and some are dependant on actions from outside the service and outside
the authority. An improvement plan that has too many priorities has no priorities,
and the authority needs to be realistic in determining actions and timescales.

1.5

It is a characteristic of the review process that there is an emphasis on the
negatives as these are where the service is not performing to the levels that could
be expected. This is always the case and does not indicate a failing service, more
that there is scope for improvement. Overall the Review Team found a service with
many well motivated and competent officers committed to providing a good service
to the public. However, it was clear that there was a lack of strategic direction such
that there was little clarity as to what was expected from the service at a political or
corporate level. This was reflected in a lack of corporate objectives and
performance criteria which at the service level resulted in little or no realistic
performance criteria or performance management. The lack of a Head of Service
for a prolonged period, may well have been a contributory factor in this respect, but
was not the underlying cause.
Recommendation 2
The Authority’s priority should be to establish clear service objectives which
can then be translated into corporate, departmental and service priorities,
with targets and performance indicators that are regularly monitored at the
appropriate level and timescale. (See Section 7)
3
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1.6

The next priority should be to address the deficit in management capacity within the
service. The 2.5 officers at a management level are currently expected to run the
service on a day to day basis, manage performance and initiate and deliver service
improvement, while at the same time carry their own application caseload and very
often respond to customer inquiries of the most basic nature. This not realistic and
has inevitably resulted in a service which is at best coping with the everyday service
pressures. For the Service to have the prospect for improvement it is essential that
there is increased management resource to take forward the action plan and secure
its implementation.
Recommendation 3
That the Authority consider measures to increase the management capacity
in the DM Service as an urgent priority. (See Section 11)

1.7

Elsewhere in the report there are many recommendations. Some of these represent
‘quick wins’ and could be implemented quickly and easily with immediate results.
Examples are at para 8.24 adopting a 3-week consultation period, para 8.25 to stop
posting site notices and 8.35 issuing decision notices immediately on sign off.
Others need further consideration of options or involve changing processes and
procedures with a longer timescale. An action plan is essential to rank the
recommendations, identify the work involved and allocate responsibility and
resources. As already emphasised, the action plan needs to be clearly prioritised
and realistic in timescales and resourcing if it is to be implemented successfully.
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2

Background

2.1

POS Enterprises, the operational arm of the Planning Officers Society, was
appointed by Hart District Council to undertake a review of its planning service in
November 2019.

2.2

The Council wished to commission an external review of the service which would
look across the board at all aspects of the service. It is considered best practice for
a service to regularly review:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance
structure and resources
procedures and processes
pre apps engagement
use of extensions of time
reporting to the Planning Committee and its effectiveness
use of conditions and monitoring
user satisfaction and alternative models for delivery.

In particular this review would be expected to explore the scope for further
streamlining of procedures and working practices as well as identifying existing
good practice.

3

Terms of reference

3.1

The review has been undertaken at a high-level focusing on what changes are
necessary or desirable to make the service fully fit for purpose over the next three
to five years. The Review Team has considered the wider strategic and corporate
challenges the service will need to address; assessing the suitability of the current
structure and organisation and skills required to meet these challenges; and
providing advice on necessary adaptions or reinforcement.

3.2

Through documentary and other research, including interviews and workshops with
elected members, senior officers and planning staff, the report seeks to address the
following key questions:
• How the development management service has performed over the past
couple of years
• How the service might be improved
• The practical implications of any enhancements suggested

3.3

The Review Team has remained mindful of the financial pressures upon local
authorities, and the need for staff structure and numbers to be economical and
efficient as well as the current difficulties in recruitment of good quality planning
staff, and the need for pragmatism in any new staffing proposals.
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3.4

The commission would be informed by a range of discussions with staff and elected
members. The functions of the interviews would vary with those involved, but
broadly they would provide the means for the consultants to:
•
•
•

3.5

hear perceptions of how the development management service has
performed over the past couple of years;
elicit the participants’ own ideas for how the service might be improved; and
explore possible ideas for enhancements and highlight any practical
implications they might have

The report would include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

an overview of the current process and practices and particular strengths
which should be retained
conclusions on the scale and nature of any weaknesses, deficiencies or
inconsistencies in the performance of the service
recommendations about performance improvements that might be made to
the existing processes
conclusions on the effectiveness of the management structure and systems,
and any recommendations for enhancement
conclusions on the effectiveness of current use of technology and how it
might be enhanced, both in terms of exploiting the potential of the new
planning application software and more widely to assist streamlined and costeffective working
conclusions on the fit of the staff resources and management structure with
the workload and the Council’s expectations
commentary on alternative models of service delivery and whether they might
be of potential value in the circumstances of Hart

4

Methodology

4.1

Two POS Enterprises consultants (the Review Team) visited the Fleet offices for
five days in November 2019, to meet with members of the department and to
undertake documentary research and review performance statistics and data.

4.2

The review has been undertaken using four main techniques:

4.3

Interviews and workshops
A series of interviews were held on a one-to-one basis and workshops were held
with small groups of people with related responsibilities.

4.4

A full list of those interviewed is contained at Annex A.

4.5

Throughout the process all interviewees were completely open and frank about their
experience on the basis that no comments or information used within the report
would be attributed.

4.6

Discussions covered the following areas:
• Performance against Government and local targets;
• General service delivery
6
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.7

Documentation and process review
During the visit, the Review Team undertook a detailed examination of
documentation, reference material, systems and processes currently being used,
including:
•
•
•
•

4.8

4.9

The team structures within the planning service and operational issues
Communications – both internal and external
Progress on the Local Plan
The current use of the pre-application discussion process
The use of extensions of time and planning performance agreements
Planning appeals
Performance monitoring and statistical analysis
Committee and member relationships
Customer satisfaction
Income and budgetary considerations

Public information material from Hart’s website, particularly that relating to
S106 agreements and pre-application engagement
Planning Committee and delegation arrangements
Council protocols
Monitoring reports

Statistical analysis
Reports were made available relating to the processing of applications from receipt
to decision and appeal processes. These provided current case load figures,
invalidated applications and pre-application workload, committee call-ins, as well as
statistics relating to numbers and types of application received. The Review Team
also interrogated the MHCLG planning statistics which are used to assess
performance against Government criteria.
Observation
The Review Team observed the meeting of the Planning Committee held on
Wednesday 13 November as well as the Chair’s briefing held earlier that week. The
Review Team also attended a Committee site visit on the day before the Planning
Committee met.
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5

Initial appraisal
Strengths and weaknesses

5.1

The Review Team has undertaken a SWOT analysis of the planning service and its
operation and has identified the following:

5.2

Strengths
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Local Plan approaching adoption
Land supply of 9+ years
Scheme of Delegation working well
Officer teams supportive of each other and managers
Staff generally competent and engaged
Enthusiastic enforcement team
General willingness to improve

Weaknesses
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

IT software and hardware require improvement
Lack of clarity of vision or direction at member/corporate or officer level
Performance management lacking at corporate/service level
Void created by Head of Place vacancy
Problems with validation
Inconsistent induction/uniform training
Corporate staff policies and procedures poor/lacking
Customer care issues - eg Duty Planner and phones
Some communication issues
Poor pre-application engagement process
Lack of capacity at management level
SPG/SPD out of date and/or non-existent
Support from Legal services

Opportunities for the future
➢ New Planning Service structure bringing planning together under Head of
Place from December 2019 offers the chance to re-evaluate working
relationships between the difference elements of the process
➢ Enthusiastic Business Support team can provide improved service with
training
➢ Parish Councils willing to provide local input/knowledge
➢ Garden Settlement initiative would provide a positive focus for the planning
service if it proceeds
➢ Readiness amongst members to review consultation time
➢ Simpler householder reports would improve timeliness/efficiency
➢ PPAs to manage large applications
➢ Opportunity to introduce Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
➢ New validation checklist
➢ Stop posting site notices
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Threats
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

6

Likely future Govt restrictions on Extensions of Time (EoTs)
Budget – decline in application fees
Potential political/public concern at lack of applications going to Committee
Perception among some members/parishes that planners not listening
Shared services (ie. legal and HR) not responsive to service demands
Unresponsive County Council
Balance of heritage issues in development management decision making

What does good look like?

6.1

The Terms of Reference call for the Review Team to consider what would constitute
a ‘fit for purpose’ planning function in the light of challenges over the foreseeable
future. This can never be an exact science if only because of the recent pace of
change in legislative changes and new guidance coming from the government,
something which shows no signs of abating.

6.2

Nevertheless, the Review Team would suggest the “blueprint” for good practice in
any English authority should include the following:
➢ an up to date fully NPPF compliant local plan, locally specific, reflecting
corporate objectives, in place at the earliest opportunity;
➢ Clear corporate objectives for the service, endorsed by members;
➢ evidence of at least a 5-year housing land supply to meet the standard
methodology
➢ a comprehensive Infrastructure Delivery Plan signed off by all relevant
partners;
➢ A clearly expressed policy regarding the use of S106 obligations setting out
when they will be required, for what purpose and the necessary mechanisms
to ensure delivery as well as a clear approach to CIL;
➢ a pre-applications service including PPAs and charges, a protocol for
involving Councillors on significant cases and MOUs with key consultees;
➢ an efficient proactive development management service that meets all
statutory and local targets and offers good customer care and consistent
planning advice, using up to date technology and delivering, enabling,
monitoring and enforcing quality outcomes;
➢ a proactive approach to implementation including masterplans and/or
development briefs for significant sites, regeneration schemes and proactive
care for the historic environment;
➢ a strong approach to design;
➢ a valued, motivated and skilled team of officers, working as an integrated
planning service with appropriate performance management systems and
training opportunities;
➢ an effective scheme of delegation, mandatory training for Councillors
especially those sitting on the Development Management Committee, clear
and transparent Committee procedures with clear co-ordinated professional
planning advice available to Members.;
➢ adequate resources to deliver all of the above, including a fit for purpose IT
system and hardware.
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7

Performance issues

7.1

An authority’s performance in determining planning applications remains an
important focus for measuring the ‘success’ of the service. The criteria for judging
DM performance have been reviewed by successive Governments, as have
incentives and penalties. What has remained is a measurement of speed in
decision-making which is easily measured and recorded in government statistics.
Finding a measure for assessing the quality of decision making has proved more
difficult and the current government has settled on the proportion of a local planning
authority’s decisions overturned on appeal against the number of decisions made.
This may not be perfect but there is no indication that this is likely to change. The
current designation criteria and procedures are set out in MHCLG ‘Improving
Planning Performance – Criteria for Designation@ (revised 2018) published
November 2018.

7.2

Speed of decision making cannot and does not reveal a complete picture of an
authority’s development management function but as the principal criteria used in
external judgement it must be recognised as a key performance indicator. There is
a continuing debate amongst planners about the balance between speed and
quality and this was raised in group discussion. In a well-managed and resourced
planning service there is no reason why speed should be at the expense of poor
decision-making and an effective pre-application process can have a significant
impact in this respect. There are many examples of authorities achieving speed
and making good decisions. What is essential for a planning service to improve its
development management performance in respect of speed of decision making is a
knowledge and understanding of current performance and a commitment to
improvement. There were mixed messages from both staff and managers in this
respect.

7.3

Current Government ‘Designation’ Regime
The Government currently uses 2 measures of speed and 2 measures of quality in
determining whether an authority should be ‘designated’ as underperforming with
the consequent threat of Government intervention.

7.4

Speed: For major applications the measure is the percentage of decisions on major
applications made within the statutory determination period (13 weeks, or 16 weeks
where an EIA is required) or within such extended period as may be agreed
between the LPA and applicant through an Extension of Time (EoT) or Planning
Performance Agreement (PPA). The threshold for designation is 60% over a rolling
2-year period up to the most recent quarter for which MHCLG data is available
(June 2019 at the time of writing this report). While there has been no formal
indication of any change in the threshold, it was increased by 10% from 50% to
60% in 2016 and further increases are possible.

7.5

For non-major applications the measure is on the same basis but the threshold is
70%.
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Major development
Development involving any one or more of the following:
(a) The winning and working of minerals or the use of land for mineralworking ddeposites;
(b) Waste development;
(c) The provision of dwellinghouses where:
i.
The number of dwelling houses to be provided is 10 or
more; or
ii.
The development is to be carried out at a siote having an
area of 0.5 hectares or more it is not known whether the
development falls within sub-paragraph (c)(i);
(d) The provision of a building or buildings where the floor space to be
created by the development is 1,000 square metres or more; or
(e) Development carried out on a site having an area of 1 hectare or
more.
TCPA DM Order 2015

7.6

Quality: For major applications the quality criteria is the number of a local
authority’s decisions overturned at appeal against the number of major applications
determined. This again operates over a rolling 2-year period, but because of the
timescales for appeals the latest available period is to March 2018. The threshold
for designation is 10%.

7.7

For non-major applications the criteria and threshold are the same.

7.8

The penalty for an authority that is designated for major applications (speed or
quality) is that applicants have the option of submitting applications directly to the
Planning Inspectorate (PINS) therefore taking the decision out of the Local
Authority’s hands. This would also apply to authorities designated for failure on nonmajor applications except for householder applications which would be the subject
of a government monitored improvement plan. Apart from the potential loss of local
decision making, designation would also represent a reputational failure with the
attendant risks this brings of attracting staff (or losing existing quality staff) and
threatening investment. It is therefore of paramount importance that development
management performance does not pose a risk of designation.

7.9

Current Performance against designation criteria
Major applications: In terms of speed, Hart’s performance for the latest 2 year
rolling period was 82.1% against the designation criteria of 60%. Whilst this is
significantly above the designation threshold it is well below the national average
(88.4%) and is heavily reliant on the use of Extensions of Time (EoT). 46 of the 67
applications determined during the period were the subject of EoTs, and if these
were excluded the performance figure would drop to less than 30%. For major
applications the use of EoTs is common practice within LPAs and reflects the often
complex nature of major applications. For England as a whole 64.6% of major
applications were the subject of EoTs or PPAs and of these 91.1% were determined
within the agreed extended period. The comparative figures for Hart were 68.7%
and 88.2%, ie. more applications subject to EoTs and fewer determined within the
timescale. However not all of the applications involved were of a complex nature
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and the authority should be monitoring the use of EoTs to ensure they are not being
used to mask unsatisfactory performance. A further factor to be aware of is that the
number of major applications is relatively small (67 over 2 years) and because of
the rolling nature of the criteria a poor quarter can have a significant effect on the
headline figure, particularly if it replaces a good quarter. For this reason, it is
essential that the figures are regularly monitored.
7.10

In respect of the quality indicator the current performance of 2.8% of major appeals
overturned against the total number of major decisions gives no immediate cause
for concern, although it is in the lower quartile nationally (see below). The very small
numbers involved can lead to significant fluctuations so monitoring and
understanding the future impact of appeals remains important. (Hart lost 2 of the 7
appeals decided over the qualifying period)

7.11

Non-major applications: Performance for non-major decisions for the relevant 2year period was 88.1% against a threshold of 70%. This looks reasonably
comfortable particularly as the absolute numbers are far higher than for major
applications and therefore less likely to sudden change. Some 19% of non-major
applications were subject to EoTs which is not excessive in comparison with other
authorities (see below para 7.16). However, there have been clear indications that
MCHLG will be tightening up the use of EoTs.

7.12

The appeals quality indicator for non-major decisions was at 1.0% against the
threshold of 10%. This indicator is far less of a risk as currently calculated and few
authorities nationally are close to the threshold.

7.13

Overall DM Performance
Performance against nationally set criteria is an important factor for the planning
service. Apart from the risk of designation it provides the means for comparison with
other LPAs nationally and locally and is one consistent measure against which the
reputation and quality of the service is judged, internally and externally. It is for each
authority to determine where it wishes to position itself in terms of its development
management performance, and to set its own objectives and criteria.

7.14

However, if the service has aspirations to be a ‘good’ or ‘very good’ service its
comparative performance nationally and within its peer groupings should also be of
concern. A reputation as an authority that consistently performs at a high level
assists in attracting quality staff and can be a source of pride to members, officers
and the local community.

7.15

Tables A and B below illustrate how Hart is performing nationally and locally,
ranked against both Hampshire authorities and the Blackwater Valley group.

7.16

Speed of decision-making for major applications: (tables A and B) With 82.1%
of major applications determined within 13 weeks (or to a timetable agreed by EoT
or PPA) Hart ranks 272 out of 339 LPAS nationally (bottom quartile). It places Hart
10th of the 11 Hampshire Districts and 7th of the 7 Blackwater Valley Districts. The
upper quartile threshold is currently 96.1%. All of the authorities make extensive
use of EoTs or PPAs, and Hart is around the average for both groups at 69%. It
should be of concern therefore that Hart’s comparatively low level of performance is
being achieved with the same level of EoTs as authorities performing much better.
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Major development decisions performance - Speed July 2017 – June 2019
Table A: Hampshire Authorities
Nat
rank
74
107
132
147
165
172
195
217
265
272
299

Hants Authority
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Havant
Gosport
Rushmoor
E Hants
Winchester
Test Valley
Fareham
Eastleigh
New Forest
Hart
Basingstoke

No
decisions
32
18
44
38
67
76
46
71
53
67
87

With PPA
EoT
22
13
19
24
56
44
26
49
31
46
67

Within
time
31
17
41
35
61
69
41
62
44
55
69

%

No
Decisions
103
143
118
44
77
97

With PPA
EoT
64
114
73
19
48
73

Within
Time
100
140
110
41
70
83

%

67

46

55

82.1

96.9
94.4
93.2
92.1
91.0
90.8
89.1
87.3
83.0
82.1
79.3

Table B: Blackwater Valley Authorities
Nat
rank
72
124
131
132
168
239

BlV

Authority

1
2
3
4
5
6

272

7

Guildford
Waverley
Wokingham
Rushmoor
Surrey Heath
Bracknell
Forest
Hart

97.1
93.7
93.2
93.2
90.9
85.6

National Average 88.4%
MHCLG Live planning statistics Table 151A Planning Performance Speed of
Decisions July 2017-June 2019
7.17

Quality of Decision making for major applications: (Tables C and D) While
Hart’s performance ranks only 229th nationally, it gives little cause for concern at the
present time. However, as previously mentioned the number of appeals over a 2year qualifying period is very small and therefore a spate of appeals could have a
major impact. The 2 appeals which the authority lost were in the 5th and 6th quarters
of the series and therefore will remain on the record for a further 4 and 5 quarters
respectively. Further losses over the next 4 quarters could therefore impact
negatively on the figures. This should be regularly monitored. Many of the problems
that authorities are running in to on major appeals relate to housing developments
where the authority cannot demonstrate a 5-year land supply which is not the case
in Hart. (NB All the figures quoted, and the tables C and D relate to the period to the
end of March 2019. Since that time Hart has received several more ‘major’ appeal
decisions including 2 overturns (total overturns 4 out of 75 major decisions over the
period) resulting in an upward trajectory raising the percentage figure to 5%. While
this is still well below the 10% threshold it gives some cause for concern and needs
careful monitoring. On the plus side this period covered a time when the
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combination of lack of both an adopted local plan and a 5-year land supply put the
authority in a weak position, which is now considerably strengthened).
Quality of Decisions performance April 2016 – March 2018
Table C: Hampshire Authorities
Nat
rank
10
33
43
49
78
103
206
216
229
246
261

Hants

Authority

1=
1=
1=
1=
1=
1=
7
8
9
10
11

Basingstoke
E Hants
Gosport
Havant
Rushmoor
Winchester
Eastleigh
Fareham
Hart
Test Valley
New Forest

No
decisions
93
57
16
48
53
64
84
39
70
98
59

Appeal
decisions
1
4
1
0
1
3
5
3
7
7
5

Overturns %

No
Decisions
53
84
72
90

Appeal
Decisions
1
3
7
6

Overturns %
0
2
2
3

0
2.4
2.8
3.3

152
139
121

10
16
16

6
7
8

4.5
5.0
6.6

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
2
3
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.1
3.4

Table D: Blackwater Valley Authorities
Nat
rank
1=
208
229
251

BLV

Authority

1
2
3
4

293
309
328

5
6
7

Rushmoor
Surrey Heath
Hart
Bracknell
Forest
Wokingham
Waverley
Guildford

National Average 2.2%
MHCLG Live Planning Statistics Table 152
NOTE: Hart number of decisions includes 2 appeals against non-determination.
7.18

Speed of decision making on non-major applications: (Tables E and F) With
88.1 % of non-major applications determined within 8 weeks Hart is performing at
just below the national average (88.8%). It ranks 214th out of 339 authorities
nationally, which is within the 3rd Quartile, 8th within Hampshire and bottom of the
Blackwater Valley comparator group. The upper quartile figure nationally is
currently 95%. Hart’s use of extensions of time for non-major applications over the
period was 19%, which is around the national average and lower than many
comparator authorities. It is a concern however that of the 341 EoT cases 65
missed the extended deadline which suggests that these are not being effectively
managed.
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Non-Major decisions performance – Speed July 2017 – June 2019
Table E: Hampshire Authorities
Rank
Nat
45
101
123
141
142
147
159
214
223
234
318

Hants

authority

1
2
3
4=
4=
6
7
8
9
10
11

Fareham
Rushmoor
Winchester
E Hants
Havant
New Forest
Test valley
Hart
Basingstoke
Gosport
Eastleigh

No
decisions
1709
807
2327
1494
1321
2176
2391
1793
2498
551
1506

Within 8
weeks
1475
703
1216
866
941
1609
1744
1304
1755
356
993

EoT

Within
EoT
198
189
75
54
1015 939
546
507
320
273
432
384
518
431
341
276
552
431
139
124
253
209

%

No
decisions
3142
3013
1504

Within 8
weeks
1767
2211
984

EoT

Within
EoT
1299 1255
705
663
465
440

%

807
3384
1540
1793

703
2674
1038
1304

75
410
383
341

93.8
90.6
90.5
88.1

97.4
93.8
92.6
91.9
91.9
91.6
91.0
88.1
87.5
87.1
79.8

Table F: Blackwater Valley Authorities
Nat
rank
62
74
89

BLV

authority

1
2
3

101
167
169
214

4
6
6
7

Waverley
Wokingham
Bracknell
Forest
Rushmoor
Guildford
Surrey Heath
Hart

54
391
355
276

96.2
95.4
94.7

National Average 88.8%
MHCLG Live Planning Statistics Table 153
7.19

Quality of decision making on non-major applications: (Tables G and H) In
terms of the designation criteria the risk of designation against this quality indicator
is very low at the present time. The figures for this indicator generally are so low
that comparisons are not very useful. However, looking at the absolute figures for
Hart 20 out of 51 non-major appeal decisions went against the Council, nearly 40%,
which is considerably above the national average of 31.3%, and this should be of
some concern to the Council.
Non-major development decisions performance April 2016 – March 2018 –
quality
Table G: Hampshire Authorities
Hants
Rank
1
2

Authority

decisions

Rushmoor
Havant

904
1343
15

Appeal
decisions
7
27

overturns

%

0
4

0
0.3
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3=
3=
5
6=
6=
8=
8=
10
11

Basingstoke
Fareham
Gosport
Test Valley
Winchester
E Hants
Hart
Eastleigh
New Forest

2634
1892
600
2309
2427
1615
1961
1510
2265

69
29
14
62
65
65
51
69
135

16
11
4
20
22
32
20
20
45

0.6
0.6
0.7
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.3
2.0

Appeal
Decisions
7
51
64
146
49
151
203

Overturns

%

0
20
18
37
19
49
65

0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.8

Table H: Blackwater valley Authorities
BLV

Authority

Decisions

1
2
3=
3=
5
6
7

Rushmoor
Hart
Surrey Heath
Wokingham
Bracknell Forest
Waverley
Guildford

904
1961
1574
3321
1580
3480
3542

National Average 1.2%
Intervention Threshold 10% April 2017-March 2019
MHCLG Live Planning Statistics Table 154

7.20

7.21

Extensions of time – speed v quality
Extensions of Time are now commonly used across the country to varying degrees
and for varying purposes. Their use in Hart is broadly around the national average.
What is important for authorities is to understand how they are being used and to
have a policy or protocol in place to manage their usage. EoTs can be used to
disguise poor practice, both among officers who don’t manage their caseload
efficiently or, for example, to allow for otherwise unacceptable delays in responses
from applicants or consultees. EoTs should be used where they will facilitate an
acceptable outcome for an application not merely to extend the timescale and
artificially improve performance figures. The practice in Hart is for the need for EoTs
to be agreed by Team Leaders, which is good practice, but there appears to be
scope for a more rigorous protocol to ensure there is no abuse of the system. As
mentioned above there are clear indications from Government that they are
unhappy with excessive use of EoTs and will be introducing measures to reduce
dependency on them. Hart needs to be in a position to deal with any moves in this
direction. It should be a concern to the authority that even with the use of EoTs the
performance figures are towards the bottom of any comparative assessment.
One concern identified by the Review Team was the large number of EoT
applications which still were not determined within the extended timescale. This can
happen as a result of factors beyond the control of the authority, but this would not
account for the high percentage of cases where this has occurred. The authority
should also be monitoring the average length of time taken to determine
applications. This is a measure of the service provided to applicants and the public
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and enables improvement targets to be set which require EoTs to be effectively
managed.
Table J: Average Length of time taken to determine applications
2017/8

2018/9

Apps
determined
Major
NonMajor

Ave
days

Apps
Determined

Ave
days

Stat
time
Days

Days
over

35

236.6

41

221.6

91

130.6

1034

63.2

1011

68.2

56

12.2

As can be seen from a comparison with tables A and E above (speed of
determining applications) the percentages determined within the statutory 13- or 8week deadlines do not tell the whole story. While Hart determined 82.1% of major
applications within 13 weeks or such extended period allowed by EoT, the average
length of time taken was well over double the 13 weeks. Similarly, 88.1 % of nonmajor applications met the statutory 8-week deadline, but the average time taken
was nearly 10 weeks in 2018/2019. Part of the apparent anomaly is the use of
EoTs, particularly for major applications, which, as already highlighted, is a cause of
concern for MHCLG and likely to be addressed in the future. Hart should be looking
to manage down the average length of time to determine both major and non-major
cases and using EoTs much more sparingly. Effective pre-application engagement
can be very beneficial in ensuring that the critical issues have been dealt with prior
to submission and enabling the determination process to run much more efficiently.

7.22

Performance Monitoring and Management
The Review Team saw little evidence of any meaningful service level performance
monitoring and management on any systematic basis. At the individual level there
were regular one-to-one meetings and group meetings, but performance against
national or local targets was not routinely discussed. At the corporate level 3 KPIs
were reported on a quarterly basis to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee. The
choice of KPIs and the targets set are out of date and largely meaningless.

7.23

For major applications the Council’s target is set at 60% determined within 13
weeks or agreed extended period when this level is being achieved by 342 out of
343 LPAs. (The only authority not achieving 60% is a National Park which only dealt
with 3 major applications over the 2 year period). It would appear that Hart’s target
is to be bottom of the table. The national average is 88.1%, upper quartile is 96.1%
and Hart is performing at 82.1%. An immediate target of hitting the national average
with an aspirational target of upper quartile would seem more appropriate.

7.24

The targets for non-major applications and other applications no longer relate to
government criteria which includes both categories. Hart’s current performance at
82.1% for the combined category is well below the national average of 88.2% and
the upper quartile figure of 95%. Local KPIs should again reflect these national
comparators. for the combined category. The KPIs should also include monitoring
of the 2 national ‘Quality’ criteria. The approach to performance management was
consistent with the lack of clear objectives for the service at either member or
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corporate level. The Review Team formed the impression that this was considered
to be a matter for the incoming Head of Service and that there was little pressure
from corporate management to drive these issues.
7.25

The authority urgently needs to decide what its objectives for the service are in
terms of absolute and comparative performance and set targets accordingly. The
starting point should be the MHCLG designation criteria and where the authority
wants to place itself in the national and comparator rankings. In the opinion of the
Review Team a realistic target should be achieving national upper quartile
performance within 3 years in speed of determination of both Major and Non-major
applications. These can then be cascaded down to Comparator Group monitoring
and annual improvement and internal process targets. (eg. validation, team or
individual targets). The quality measures are more volatile and while these should
be monitored to ensure intervention is avoided, the ranking is less significant. Local
indicators could include improved performance at appeal and reducing the average
length of time to determine applications.

7.26

Monitoring performance against KPIs should form a regular item for the Head of
Place’s Management Team meetings and cascaded to staff. Current practice of
discussion at Forum meetings and posting performance figures on notice boards
would be more useful if it was being measured against realistic targets.

7.27

It is important that elected members ‘own’ the objectives for the service and take
responsibility for performance. This is not possible in the current situation where
they have not been involved in establishing the authority’s aspirations for the
service and are not informed about performance. Members should be a part of the
debate in setting objectives and targets and then informed of performance on a
regular basis. Reports should be submitted to both the Planning Committee and
Overview and Scrutiny on a quarterly basis.
SECTION 7 RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 4 - Para 7.25
Establish objectives and targets for the Planning Service agreed by Members
and corporately which will form the basis for performance management
framework
Recommendation 5 - Para 7.25
Set performance criteria to align with the MHCLG criteria for designating
underperforming authorities
Recommendation 6 - Para 7.25
Establish local targets which are ambitious but realistic, with the intention to
reach national upper quartile performance within 3 years
Recommendation 7 - Paras 7.20-21
Set targets for reducing the average length of time taken to determine
applications (and reduce reliance on Extensions of Time)
Recommendation 8 - Para 7.20
Introduce a protocol for the use of extensions of time
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Recommendation 9 - Para 7.26
Report performance monthly to the Service Management Team
Recommendation 10 - Para 7.27
Report performance on a quarterly basis to the Planning Committee and
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
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8
8.1

Development Management processes
Development management from development control
The whole thrust of planning in England is to be proactive rather than reactive,
creative rather than regulatory and this applies equally in respect of dealing with
planning applications as with policy. In best practice authorities, Development
Control has been replaced by Development Management, but this is much more
than just a change of name and requires a major change in culture and practice.
Whilst Hart has gone some way down this road there is still more to do.

Excerpt from the National Planning Policy Framework, Feb 2019
“7. The purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development. At a very high level, the objective of sustainable
development can be summarised as meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs4.
8. Achieving sustainable development means that the planning system has three
overarching objectives, which are interdependent and need to be pursued in
mutually supportive ways (so that opportunities can be taken to secure net gains
across each of the different objectives):
a) an economic objective – to help build a strong, responsive and competitive
economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right types is available in the right
places and at the right time to support growth, innovation and improved
productivity; and by identifying and coordinating the provision of infrastructure;
b) a social objective – to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by
ensuring that a sufficient number and range of homes can be provided to meet
the needs of present and future generations; and by fostering a well-designed
and safe built environment, with accessible services and open spaces that reflect
current and future needs and support communities’ health, social and cultural
well-being; and
c) an environmental objective – to contribute to protecting and enhancing our
natural, built and historic environment; including making effective use of land,
helping to improve biodiversity, using natural resources prudently, minimising
waste and pollution, and mitigating and adapting to climate change, including
moving to a low carbon economy.
9. These objectives should be delivered through the preparation and
implementation of plans and the application of the policies in this Framework;
they are not criteria against which every decision can or should be judged.
Planning policies and decisions should play an active role in guiding development
towards sustainable solutions, but in doing so should take local circumstances
into account, to reflect the character, needs and opportunities of each area.”

8.2

In the Review Team’s experience what constitutes development management as
opposed to development control is not concisely and precisely set out anywhere
although the excerpt from the NPPF shown above provides an overview. It is
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helpfully summed up in the phrase ‘right development, right time and right place’
and can perhaps best be expressed by the term “place shaping”.
Excerpt from the National Planning Policy Framework, Feb 2019
“127. Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments: ….
d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of
streets, spaces, building types and materials to create attractive, welcoming and
distinctive places to live, work and visit;”
As far as development management is concerned this means focussing on, and
managing, the whole development from pre-application through processing and
decision to delivery and monitoring.
8.3

It follows that as much effort should go into pre-application as to processing
applications. It is at this stage that there is the most opportunity to shape places
and influence what an applicant will formally propose. On average 9 out of 10
applications will be approved and, in addition, a third of appeals are allowed. It
follows that development management is therefore not just a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ – it is
more often a ‘yes’ but the question is – how good can it be made so that the
development fits in with what the District needs? How can value be added? It is
likely that greater change can be achieved at pre-application stage rather than after
applicants have firmed up their proposals to be included in the formal submission of
an application.

8.4

Such a pro-active approach to case management would enable officers to spend
more time on pre-application work in partnership with others in a formalised and
systematic ‘whole development team approach’ which would mean that many
issues would be resolved before a formal application was submitted. Such a team
could involve other disciplines such as conservation, highways, education, etc. In
other good practice examples (see Croydon example at Annex C) a slightly different
approach has also proved effective. However, it is vital that a clear internal view is
carried forward into the application stage. It is also the case, especially on the
larger schemes, that proactive policy work sits alongside development management
negotiation.

8.5

It is also appropriate to find an effective way to involve Elected Members in preapplication work so that they have an awareness of developments in the pipeline
and an early opportunity to understand the issues and the possibilities involved,
particularly for the larger, more complex and politically sensitive sites. To
understand the parameters of the members’ role, and the opportunities and pitfalls
of such an approach, and to avoid any question of pre-determination and issues of
confidentiality, extensive training is essential. Any involvement of elected members’
must be set out in clear protocols, alongside the standard of service that applicants
should expect. In this way early member involvement can be achieved without
prejudicing future decision making.
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8.6

Pre-application advice
Hart charge for pre-application advice and have clear guidance and a fee rates
schedule prominently displayed on their website. The options for type of advice
provided, either in the form of a written response or meetings for all types of preapplication advice are clearly explained in the notes relating to fee rates. It is noted
that the website warns that there may be some delays in response to these
requests, although it does say that applicants will be advised if this is the case.
There is an indicative 4 weeks target for responding to pre-application requests but
the Review Team heard these cases are not currently prioritised. Despite this it
appears that there is a consistent demand for this service, providing a steady
income to the development management service.

8.7

The authority also offers a free duty planner system to deal with householder
enquiries and applications in the first instance, relating to general advice on
alterations to existing dwellings. The role of the duty planner is discussed in
Section 12 of this report.

8.8

Pre applications advice requests are currently registered onto Uniform by the
Planning Admin Assistant, rather than through the Business Support Unit and are
then allocated directly to a case officer by the Planning Manager. The allocation
takes in account any previous contact that an officer may have had with the site
involved as well as the nature and complexity of the proposal.

8.9

Pre application advice normally consists of written advice, an office meeting or a
site meeting. The case officer must make notes of any meeting and formal advice
must be agreed by a team leader before it is sent to the applicant. It is understood
that the checking of advice was introduced following some previous issues with a
change in direction of travel between meetings or the written advice provided.

8.10

The authority currently does not request consultee responses for pre-application
queries in respect of major proposals; this has been tried in the past but does not
appear to have been very successful in eliciting responses from consultees,
particularly where the consultees offer their own (paid for) pre-application advice to
applicants and do not share their responses with the authority. Similarly, Hart does
not currently publish the response to pre-application consultations in some sensitive
cases, so that parish/town councils may have no way of knowing what guidance
has been given or which direction the pre-application consultation has taken. With
the exception of a few good local developers the Review Team heard that the first
time most parish/town councils are aware of a proposal is when they receive the
weekly list of registered cases. It was clear to the Review Team that a great deal of
the frustration, directed at the development management function and discussed
elsewhere in this report, is exacerbated by interested parties not being made aware
at the earliest possible stage of proposals in their area.

8.11

It is suggested that the authority should review the way in which pre-application
advice is handled for major developments that will have a significant effect on local
areas. It may be that a development team approach at pre application stage would
be more effective in negotiating the best possible application and that involving local
ward councillors and parish representatives at this stage would also assist but must
be handled carefully to avoid issues of prejudice or pre-determination and under an
agreed protocol. The Review Team also acknowledges that there is often an issue
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of confidentiality, particularly in early discussions which might preclude such a team
approach. Finally, the Review Team is also aware that the services of the
Hampshire Architects Design Panel could be available to advise on design
elements of such schemes.

8.12

Validation
The registration and validation of all planning applications is currently dealt with by
members of the Business Support Unit. The role and function of this Unit is
considered in Section 11 of this report.

8.13

The Review Team heard that there have been issues around understanding and
interpreting the local validation checklist which have led to an estimated 10% of
applications being wrongly invalidated. This has meant that, in conjunction with the
extension to the length of time allowed for parish consultee responses, there has
been an increase in applications going over the eight and thirteen week time limits.

8.14

In addition, the Review Team was told that some validated applications have been
found to be missing crucial documents and having to ask for the withdrawal of the
application at that stage has caused embarrassment and criticism from
applicants/agents. Concerns about validation were centred on the accuracy rather
than timeliness. At the time that the Review Team were on site applications were
being validated on the day of receipt, although this was exceptional. There was not
a formal performance indicator for validation but informally the team were working
to a 5-day deadline. A formal indicator and monitoring system is imperative.

8.15

There is general agreement that the local validation checklist needs to be refreshed
and produced in a more user-friendly format. It is understood that work on this is
underway and will shortly be published for consultation and that the revision has
included examining the checklists from other authorities to identify and incorporate
good practice.

8.16

It was, however, clear to the Review Team that the officers of the Business Support
Unit who are dealing with validation need more detailed training to give them more
confidence going forward. The Team saw examples of over cautious decisions
being made, sometimes as a result of not understanding technical language. As an
example, an application was made invalid for several reasons but one of those
given was because the applicant had titled a document a “Conservation Statement”
rather than a “Heritage Statement”. Support on individual cases is available from
Team Leaders but Business Support Unit members should be positively
encouraged to seek such advice at an early stage in the event of queries.

8.17

Since the review it is understood that additional training has taken place but it is
suggested that future training for Business Support Unit members should be
provided in short “bite size” elements on a much more regular basis than previously
and that such training should include immediate briefings about changes to the
planning system. The Review Team is also aware that an electronic archive of
responses to queries is being built up by the Business Support Unit, albeit in a
haphazard fashion, and it is suggested that this should be formalised into a single
“living document” guidance manual for the team, which is updated as and when
new information is received.
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8.18

Allocation of cases
At the moment all applications are allocated once applications have been validated
by one or other of the Team Leaders. The Planning Manager also allocates,
particularly as only one Team Leader works full time. The Review Team heard that
the allocation process can lead to delays in case files being passed to case officers.

8.19

As would be expected cases tend to be passed to the original case officer where
previous pre-application contact or applications has been undertaken on a site. In
deciding who the case should be allocated to the Team Leader will obviously
consider the nature of the application and form an overview of the case. The
Review Team refer to such an overview as the “triage” and would expect that at this
stage it would be helpful for thoughts to be communicated to the case officer. This
does not appear to be the case currently and the Review Team would recommend
that the very least that should happen is for the file sheet to be initialled by the
allocating officer.

8.20

To guard against any unnecessary delays the Review Team would suggest that the
current system of relying on the Team Leaders should be amended and that
consideration be given to a self-allocation system for householder applications (ie.
case officers take the next case off a pile). It is considered that shifting allocation
downwards to the Principal Planners would only move the problem from one
pressure point to another.

8.21

8.22

8.23

Consultee responses
The Review Team heard that there were significant delays in receiving responses
from many of the major consultees and that there seems to be little proactive
chasing for responses to ensure that timely decisions can be made. It is to be
hoped that the introduction of Uniform Enterprise tasks may assist in reminding
case officers that they are still awaiting information and will encourage them to
chase missing material, but Team Leaders also need to reinforce such a proactive
approach to owning their own case load, during “121s” and case reviews.
There have also been difficulties in receiving responses from the policy team. It is
understood that in the past this may well have been because of a lack of staff and it
is expected that a much better working relationship will develop under a single
Head of Service and with the recent co-location of the team. A closer working
relationship between the Policy and Development Management teams should be
encouraged and is discussed further in Section 9.
Parish/Town council consultations
Hart has a significant number of parish and town councils; all of which are fairly
active and respond regularly to consultations regarding applications. Currently Hart
allows parishes 28 days to respond to consultations. This is seven days longer
than is the case elsewhere in England and has apparently been driven to allow
comments from a few smaller parishes who do not meet more than once a month.
In practice the number of applications in these parishes is very small yet catering for
them has a direct impact on the authority’s overall ability to process all its
applications expeditiously. It effectively reduces the post consultation time to
determine all applications within the 8-week statutory deadline from 5 weeks to 4.
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8.24

8.25

8.26

This is not a sensible arrangement. The authority should adopt a 3-week
consultation, in line with every other LPA, and allow flexibility for those few
applications in Parishes where the situation occurs.
Site Notices
The Review Team heard that site notices are now posted by the Case Officer for all
applications. This arrangement was introduced when the Authority stopped the
practice of issuing neighbour notification letters. This resulted in complaints to the
Council, and neighbour notification letters were re-instated, but the practice of
posting site notices was continued. Applications are also advertised in local papers
and posted on the website. The Review Team considered that using case officers to
post site notices is not an effective use of their time and bearing in mind even
without them the Council would be exceeding its statutory responsibilities in this
respect, the practice should be terminated.
The use of Planning Performance Agreements
Planning Performance Agreements (PPAs) are formal agreements which set out a
programme for determination of an application which both the authority and the
applicant should comply with, and usually involves the applicant paying for any
additional resources the authority might need. They are usually used for larger
scale major developments which require additional skills/expertise or just more
officer time to deal with them in a timely and efficient manner. They should provide
for an active programme of pre-application engagement with the authority and the
local community. Hart does not have an agreed policy or protocol for the use of
PPAs.

8.27

In the experience of the Review Team PPAs are now used extensively by many
authorities. They build on pre-application engagement with developers, applicants,
consultees, the community and elected members. This can be very effective in
communicating with all parties at an early stage, identifying issues and potential
remedies where possible, and coming forward with proposals which have
accommodated concerns without prejudicing the Council’s position as the LPA.

8.28

The use of such an approach can also strengthen communications with the parties
involved (eg Highways and Education) which is of benefit for other developments.
PPAs are not appropriate for most applications but, having an established process
in place, enables the authority to deal with them efficiently and transparently when
the opportunity arises. It does not have to be a complicated process, and an
example from Cotswold Council is attached at Annex D.

8.29

Conditions
It is good practice to keep the number of conditions to a minimum. It was
acknowledged that too many conditions were often imposed, which involved
bespoke conditions in many cases. The Review Team heard that the addition of
conditions to some applications was recognised as being a way of making an
application more acceptable to the Planning Committee, some of which were
unenforceable. While this may be politically acceptable it is not consistent with the
legal basis for conditions or Government advice. The Review Team did not see any
specific evidence of this in the committee papers that they reviewed but it may be
worthwhile undertaking a more comprehensive analysis of conditioning as and
when time permits, including a comprehensive index in Uniform.
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8.30

8.31

In the meantime, officers should check conditions against the 6 tests that:
• they are necessary,
• relevant to planning,
• relevant to the development,
• enforceable,
• precise and
• reasonable in all other respects.
(NPPF Para 55). The Government has been particularly concerned about imposing
pre-commencement conditions which slow down development and these should be
avoided.
S106 agreements
Hart does not make extensive use of S106 agreements. They mainly relate to
affordable housing, highways and education contributions on larger sites, the
number of which has reduced since the surge of major applications and appeals in
the period up to 2017/8. The Review Team saw little evidence that they had caused
any significant delays but this may be as a result of EoTs for the relevant
applications.

8.32

The Review Team heard concerns from Parish representatives that their
involvement in S106 negotiations on large scale developments had proved
beneficial in some cases in delivering local benefits, but this had not happened as a
matter of course. This could be achieved through more use of pre-application
engagement and PPAs.

8.33

The most recent amendments to the CIL Regulations will require all LPAs to report
annually on S106 agreements in an Infrastructure Funding Statement (IFS), setting
out historic commitments as yet not delivered as well as new agreements and future
intentions. The initial reporting year is April 2019-March 2020, for which the IFS will
be required by December 2020. Systems need to be in place for the monitoring and
preparation of the IFS.

8.34

8.35

CIL
The Review Team was told that a report is being drafted for the Council to consider
whether to move forward with the introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy.
This can be a valuable source of funding for infrastructure for the authority and as a
contribution to parishes where development is taking place. It can also pick up on
those smaller development which are below S106 thresholds. If the Council does
proceed it will need to decide where the administration for CIL will sit. It has close
links with DM as it is application driven, but also needs a policy basis for making
decisions on expenditure in the light of infrastructure needs. There will be set-up
costs for staffing and any necessary systems upgrades, which can be offset against
future income. Charging CIL may also have implications for negotiating S106
agreements with developers who will have to pay the additional CIL charges. It is
likely that this will lead to negotiations around viability which may well need external
valuation expertise.
Decision notices
The current procedure for issuing decision notices is that following the application
being signed off a draft decision notice is produced which then goes back to a
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manager for checking and instructing admin to issue the notice. This seems
unnecessary and time wasting, as it can be combined with the signing off process
and issued immediately. It is important that the decision notice is correct, but this
should be checked as part of the signing off process. The Review Team has been
made aware that this process may vary from that which is supposed to operate and
would recommend that a single process is agreed and that all staff should operate
to it in future.

8.36

Appeals
In the time period reviewed, Hart is 1= of Hampshire authorities for the number of
appeals (10% of decisions are appealed) and 2 out of 7 decisions were overturned
equating to 28.6%. Hart has suffered from a number of major appeals which were a
direct result of developers knowing that the authority was in a weak position with a
lack of a 5-year land supply and not having an up to date adopted plan. This
resulted in more applications for unallocated sites, more refusals, and more lost
appeals. The Council’s position with regard to major appeals has now strengthened
considerably and it can be anticipated with some confidence that past trends will not
continue. The spate of major appeals has been a high profile issue for the Council
and local community, particularly as several have been contested at public inquiry.

8.37

Concern about the cost of appeals must clearly distinguish between the costs of
fighting the Council’s case and costs awarded against the Council. Public inquiries
are expensive, with developers employing QCs and many expert witnesses and the
Council having to respond accordingly. When a Council has a number of inquiries in
a short period, as has been the case, costs will soon accumulate. There is little the
Council can do in such circumstances if it intends to defend its decision robustly.
Indeed, the Review Team heard the view expressed that the Council had not
employed sufficiently senior barristers and had suffered accordingly. These costs
must be separated from those instances where costs have been awarded against
the Council as a result of the Inspector concluding that the authority had acted
unreasonably. This has only occurred once in recent years where a parking reason
for refusal added by the Committee could not be defended with any substantive
evidence.

8.38

The Review Team heard that staff had been asked to provide evidence at appeal
with little experience or knowledge of the appeal process, particularly public
inquiries. This can be difficult to deal with effectively, as inquiries are rare events.
However, there is normally sufficient notice of an inquiry for some individual
training, and there should be a general training provision for appropriate staff in
dealing with all aspects of appeals including writing evidence and acting as witness
at hearings and appeals. This could also be extended to Members and Parish
Councillors.

8.39

Monitoring of quality
Both Government and individual local authorities have made attempts at
establishing quality indicators to evaluate the outcomes of planning services. None
have proved satisfactory. The latest Government attempt at a quality indicator is the
losses at appeal as set out in Section 7 above. Many authorities have structured
visits to completed developments, for officers, members or both. These can be
productive and certainly help in appreciating how plans translate into built form.
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They can also be associated with local design award schemes. Hart has previously
had similar schemes but they have been discontinued.
8.40

It can also be instructive for both officers and members to be briefed on appeals
decisions. This can be in the form of a report or a presentation on interesting cases,
with assessments of the critical factors and how this can be taken forward in
assisting the authority in its future decision making. Resourcing either tours or
reporting appeals can be seen as another burden on hard pressed staff. The report
discusses staff resources elsewhere and highlights the need for increased capacity
at a management level which would help in taking on this type of initiative. They can
also be valuable training exercises for staff at a more junior level with sufficient
guidance.
SECTION 8 RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 11 - Paras 8.6-8.11
Review pre-application advice process for major applications to include
consultees, local community and members
Recommendation 12 - Paras 8.16-8.17
Provide more detailed and regular validation training for BSU staff
Recommendation 13 – Para 8.17
The existing electronic archive of responses to queries which has been built
up by the Business Support Unit, should be formalised into a single “living
document” guidance manual for the team, which is updated as and when new
information is received.
Recommendation 14 - Paras 8.19-8.20
Review allocation procedure to consider a ‘triage’ approach and the
possibility of self allocation for householder cases
Recommendation 15 - Para 8.24
Adopt a 3-week consultation period with flexibility for parishes unable to meet
this deadline
Recommendation 16 - Para 8.25
Stop the posting of site notices except where required by statute
Recommendation 17 - Para 8.35
Immediate steps are taken to confirm a single process for signing off decision
notices and that all staff should operate to it in future
Recommendation 18 - Para 8.38
Additional training on planning appeals for officers, elected members and
parish/town councils
Recommendation 19 - Para 8.39
Consider introducing annual tour of completed developments when
resources permit
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Recommendation 20 - Para 8.40
Report appeal decisions on a regular basis to officers and elected members
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9
9.1

9.2

Specialist services
Overview
The new Place service is the opportunity for the authority to bring together all of the
plan making and implementation functions. Neighbourhood Plans and the new
settlement initiative are currently within the Corporate Services area, but are an
integral part of shaping the future of Hart and should be part of an integrated Place
Service.
Policy team
Until very recently the Policy Team were not part of the Place Directorate and partly
as a result of this, but also because of a lack of staff and the demands of the local
plan, they currently have little day to day involvement in the development
management process.

9.3

As a result, the Policy Team see their current involvement as:
• Supporting planning appeals
• Responding to occasional queries on pre application requests
• Sometimes attending the monthly Planning Forum meeting

9.4

Having had such limited resources they have not been able to provide briefings on
recent government legislation (ie. the revised NPPF), which the Review Team
would normally expect to be part of the Policy Team’s role.

9.5

In the future the Review Team would also expect the Policy Team to support the
development management service by:
•
•
•
•

9.6

9.7

9.8

providing supplementary guidance with the potential introduction of CIL
greater involvement at an earlier stage in the appeals process
providing briefings around the 5-year land supply, and other elements of
the local plan
attending planning committee where members may at times require
additional information in respect of policy matters

Finally, the Review Team would expect the Development Management service to
proactively comment, at an early stage, on the drafts of policy documents and
guidance so that there is a cross-departmental buy-in to policy.
Enforcement
Hart’s enforcement team of three staff report to the part-time Team Leader; two of
the team are very experienced in enforcement matters having been with the
authority for many years and there have been some major successes in taking
enforcement action. As mentioned in Section 11 below, the Team Manager’s input
into enforcement has been compromised by taking on responsibility for the
Householder Team.
At the time of the Review, the enforcement caseloads were standing at:
Post
Enforcement Officer

Caseload
50 cases
30

Notes
Full time officer
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Enforcement Officer
Planning Assistant

50 cases
20 cases

0.8 fte
Full time but in first month of
working with the team

9.9

The Review Team heard that “there is no appetite to take cases on” internally. It
seems that the team used to be more proactive, particularly with commencements,
etc. and there is a level of frustration that they cannot get back to that stage again.
The sense of frustration has been exacerbated, since it was agreed that the legal
team (which is a shared service with Basingstoke & Deane Borough Council) must
be involved directly on the drafting of Enforcement Notices, which has resulted in
significant delays.

9.10

The Review Team learned that Legal Services assess the cases brought to them
for prosecution against their own checklist first to ensure that all preparatory work
has been completed in a satisfactory manner. There was an admission that this
does result in a longer process than perhaps would be wished for but that such
delay ensures that any action taken can be full justified and is sound. Such delays
however compound the impression of a very risk averse legal team which is even
more frustrating for an experienced and pro-active enforcement team.

9.11

It is clear that the enforcement and legal teams need to build a relationship of
respect and trust in each others’ abilities and experience, and casework
management should be more rigorous across departments. If this can be managed,
and the Team Leader’s full-time role re-instated then Hart’s enforcement service
could become a good practice exemplar.

9.12

Conservation and listed buildings
Hart has 32 conservation areas and over 1,000 listed buildings within its boundaries
and the development management service includes a team of two Conservation
Officers (1 full time and 1 part time) who are conservation professionals rather than
chartered town planners.

9.13

At the moment both of them are carrying a full caseload of applications relating to
listed buildings or buildings in conservation areas and they also comment on all
other applications in conservation areas.

9.14

In 2018-19 they dealt with a total of 99 applications of which 57 were granted and
42 were refused permission. This compares against the ‘normal’ average of
granting around 90% of applications. The Review Team understands that there
were a series of ‘difficult’ applications during the course of the year, but this level of
refusals needs careful monitoring. These figures illustrate why it is inadvisable to
use specialist staff of this type as case officers. Conservation officers should be
providing clear guidance to planning case officers who can then make a balanced
judgement of all the views expressed. As conservation specialists they inevitably
place a very high importance on conserving and retaining heritage assets,
sometimes to the exclusion of other relevant considerations. In the context of their
expertise this is a professional position, but it does not always lead to the best
outcome in planning terms where they are also the decision maker.

9.15

In addition the Review Team heard that because of the caseloads they are carrying,
the Conservation team have been unable to respond as consultee for all
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applications and they have been unable to prepare public information material,
heritage policy documents or spend time updating the local list of buildings.

9.16

Opportunities for shared services
Many smaller local authorities today are looking to benefit from economies of scale
either through combining authorities or sharing services. There are many different
models from complete amalgamation to sharing specialist services. Authority wide
solutions are a matter for political and corporate leaders to examine and beyond the
scope of this exercise. Sharing whole services such as planning is also happening
elsewhere and it is probably too early to judge the long-term results of these
initiatives. A major consideration for planning is how to retain political oversight.

9.17

Many authorities have looked to retain their teams of specialist officers by offering
neighbouring authorities assistance on an agency basis. Hart already participate in
such arrangements in respect of legal services and building control where shared
service provisions with other Hampshire authorities are in place. Sharing such
services can provide significant budgetary savings but mean that the available staff
time to an authority is halved and it can, on occasion, lead to less than engaged
team members where the service is being managed by another authority.

9.18

In an authority, such as Hart, where a high level of importance is placed on placeshaping, conservation and heritage it is considered unlikely that the authority would
significantly benefit from entering into further shared service models. In the Review
Team’s view seeking an arrangement to share the planning enforcement function
would be even less desirable to the authority’s residents.
SECTION 9 RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 21 - Para 9.5
Improve policy support for development management
Recommendation 22 - Paras 9.10-9.11
Improve liaison between the Legal Team and enforcement with set timescales
with milestones for processing enforcement cases
Recommendation 23 - Para 9.13-15
Review the roles of the Conservation Team with the intention to move
towards a pro-active policy driven approach to conservation, including acting
as consultee for development management
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10.

Planning Committee

10.1

Hart has a single Planning Committee which has a scheduled monthly meeting.
There is also an Enforcement Sub Committee which has scheduled quarterly
meetings and an additional Major Sites Sub Committee which meets on an ad hoc
basis.

10.2

Committee applications
At the moment a Committee application is triggered by one of the following:
• there are more than five objections to an application that is recommended
for approval
• the request of a ward councillor
• officer or member involvement in the application

10.3

The Chair of the Planning Committee has the responsibility under the delegation
arrangements to consider whether requests for applications to go to Committee
raise valid planning issues and therefore acts as “gatekeeper” for agenda items and
reviews the requests received from Ward Councillors.

10.4

Several of the scheduled meetings have recently been cancelled because there
have been no applications for decision. The Review Team heard the view
expressed that too few applications were going before the Planning Committee.
However, the delegation scheme operated in Hart is in line with many other
authorities known to and visited by the Review Team and in their view the lack of
items for decision may stem more from the reduction in the number of major
applications being received and the rigorous approach taken by the Chairman. The
delegation scheme is considered to be fit for purpose and consistent with best
practice. Any discussion or decision to amend the scheme of delegation should not
be taken simply to increase the number of items brought to committee.

10.5

10.6

Committee site visits
Site visits are currently triggered by Planning Committee members or Ward
members (where they have personally requested an item should go to Committee).
The Review Team understands that because over half of the Planning Committee
work full-time it is difficult to schedule site visits so that they can attend. As a result,
site visits are very poorly attended; the one observed by the Review Team was only
attended by 3 members, plus the case officer and the Planning Manager. The ward
councillor who had requested the site visit was also absent.
The site meeting was well handled by both members and officers and proved a
useful opportunity to appreciate changes of ground levels that might not have been
immediately apparent to members who were unable to attend. In the Review
Team’s view site visits can be an important part of the decision-making process but
they should to be undertaken at a time when the majority of the committee can be
present. This is not easy to achieve and any review to encourage better attendance
may well result in weekend site visits with the associated disruption to case officers
and members alike. It would be better to ensure that site visits are undertaken only
when necessary and then given greater priority.
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10.7

Committee meetings
The Committee observed by the Review Team on 13 November was well run by the
Chairman. A Chairman’s briefing held earlier in the day had rehearsed actions that
the Chairman must follow in the event of an overturn of an officer recommendation
(ie. reasons for overturn must be clearly articulated by committee members).

10.8

The Review Team observed one anomaly to the decision-making process in that it
is custom and practice at Hart to propose the motion to accept the officer’s
recommendation before the debate on the item takes place. This can give the
impression that there is a presumption in favour of the recommendation before
members had heard the debate. In every other authority visited by the Review
Team, the committee have debated items and only after this has the motion to
accept (or reject) the recommendation been proposed.

10.9

The Review Team was referred to Page 300, Appendix B, Section E of the
Constitution for the reasoning behind this order of proceedings. In the Review
Team’s opinion, it is not clear exactly what this sentence means, and it doesn’t
seem to have a direct bearing on the order in which the committee propose motions
and debate.

10.10

Officer reports
The Review Team looked at a number of officer reports being presented to
committee and had several discussions regarding format and content. It is
considered that there is room to simplify these and to ensure a consistency
between the approach of different case officers. A lack of consistency is always a
danger when different managers have final oversight; the need for a consistent
approach between the team leaders is essential and is something that the Planning
Manager needs to review on a regular basis.

10.11

The Review Team also became aware during a meeting with case officers that very
few of them were aware that standard committee report templates are actually held
on Uniform and that many of them have been producing separate reports through
Word and then importing the finished documents to Uniform.

10.12

It was also noted that the Conservation Officers respond in the 1st person when
providing consultation responses. The Review Team would recommend that the
standard for reports should ensure that all consultation responses should be written
in the 3rd person in future.

10.13

Presentations at committee
Currently only the Planning Manager and the Team Leader present cases at the
Planning Committee, despite the fact that the case officer is always present. The
Review Team would suggest that introducing case officers to the rigors of
presenting at Committee is an important part of career development for any planner
and that not allowing case officers to present is now the exception rather than the
rule in local authorities. Of course, there will always be instances where individuals
will not wish to make such presentations, but the Review Team consider that such
participation and ownership of their cases would enhance the role of many case
officers and should be encouraged.
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10.14

10.15

10.16

10.17

In many other authorities, questions from Committee members on representations
made to the committee would be addressed solely to the case officer but in Hart the
Review Team noted that they were addressed directly to the speaker. This can
present the appearance of partiality/familiarity with the speakers even where this is
not the case and can also provide an additional opportunity for speakers to make
their case. It gives the impression that members are seeking information and
guidance from speakers rather than relying on the professional expertise of their
officers. It is recommended that Hart should consider amending their protocol in this
respect.
Enforcement sub committee
The Review Team understand that in the last year there have been two meetings of
the Enforcement Sub Committee although there is provision for a quarterly meeting
in the authority’s meetings calendar. These meetings are used to take decisions
about whether to take enforcement action in sensitive cases or where there has
been previous elected member involvement.
It is not immediately clear why Hart requires a committee to take decisions that in
other authorities are taken by the enforcement team, the Planning Manager and the
legal team with political support as and when necessary. It may well be that the
Sub Committee was originally been set up as a response to a particular historic
situation/issue but the Review Team’s view is that this is an unnecessary step
which could easily cause a delay in taking enforcement action.
Major Sites sub committee
The Major Sites Sub Committee has not met since January 2019 when it
considered one item. Its terms of references indicate that it should deal with the
following:
1) Reserved matters (which would otherwise be required to be determined by
Committee) for large sites (whole site is over 100 dwellings or 10,000 sq m
commercial floorspace);
2) To determine planning applications (which would have otherwise been required
to be determined by Committee) for 100+ dwellings or 10,000 sq m+
commercial floorspace
And outline p/p has already been granted for an equivalent or larger scheme (ie.
subsequent or revised applications including S73 applications)
Plus agreement to vary the terms of a planning obligation and determine any
application that the Planning Committee refers to it (in accordance with the
terms of reference given when the deferral was made).

10.18

10.19

In the Review Team’s experience of other authorities, these are matters which
would normally go to the main Planning Committee and given the low number of
applications currently being decided by Hart’s Planning Committee it would seem
that there may no longer be a need for such a sub-committee to exist.
Elected Member training
The Planning Committee members and substitute members all receive annual
training before being allowed to sit on the committee but it was suggested to the
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Review Team that some further specialist training with example exercises which
concentrated on material planning considerations would be helpful.
10.20

The Review Team would also recommend that the Committee members and
substitutes receive detailed briefings on the Local Plan as soon as possible, and
also on CIL if/when it is introduced.

10.21

The Review Team consider it would also be helpful to provide parish/town council
members with briefings upon the adoption of the local plan and that they would also
benefit from some form of regular update regarding national changes to the
planning system.

SECTION 10 RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 24 - Para 10.5
Reconsider whether it is appropriate for ward members to be able to request
site visits and review timing of site visits to try and improve attendance by
members of the Planning Committee
Recommendation 25 - Para 10.8
Stop the practice of the Chairman proposing the motion to accept the officer
recommendation prior to debate
Recommendation 26 - Para 10.10
Introduce a simpler report format with a more consistent and structured
approach
Recommendation 27 - Para 10.13
Allow case officers to introduce their own cases at Committee
Recommendation 28 - Para 10.14
Reconsider whether it is appropriate for Committee members to ask
questions to speakers
Recommendation 29 - Para 10.15
Review the need for an Enforcement Sub-Committee
Recommendation 30 - Para 10.18
Review the need for a Major Sites Sub Committee
Recommendation 31 - Paras 10.19-10.21
Review the content of member training and consider updates for parish and
town councillors
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11.
11.1

Management, organisation and staffing
Development management structure and organisation
Development Management is structured into two main teams, the Planning Team
which deals primarily with the larger and more complex applications, and the
Enforcement Team which deals with enforcement and mainly householder
applications. (see Annex B for organisation chart) The two conservation officers
report directly to the Planning Manager. The Enforcement Team Leader does not
work a recognised full-time week; it was described to the Review Team as “full time
working on condensed hours”.

11.2

The Review Team heard from a number of sources that there was a clear feeling
amongst DM officers that the Service did not have the full confidence of either
senior management or members. There were various suggestions as to why this
was; the Harlington Centre/Gurkha Square proposal was mentioned on a number
of occasions as an example of where development management was seen as
hindering rather than helping, conservation issues were raised and a general
impression that the approach to customers could be more helpful and pro-active.
The service had not fully embraced the ’Hart Values’ of being Helpful,
Approachable, Responsive and Taking ownership. Planning and development
management always find themselves in the situation where they have a statutory
function to perform which results in winners and losers, but the impression given
was that the negative perception of the planning service in Hart was more
significant than is the norm elsewhere. As a result, the planning team was rather
defensive and cautious in its approach.

11.3

This situation was not helped by the absence of a Service Manager over a
prolonged period, although this was probably a contributory rather than causal
factor. The arrival of the Head of Place in early December with a focussed
responsibility for all aspects of planning should provide the catalyst to improve the
perception of the service. Changing the culture of an organisation is never
straightforward. Establishing a positive development management approach to
facilitating the right development in the right place, engaging stakeholders at the
right time, comprehensive, consistent pre-application engagement and overhauling
the basics of customer care are some of the building blocks towards creating a
more positive image and giving staff greater confidence, but these will not happen
overnight.

11.4

Team structure and management capacity
The Review Team identified a number of issues for the Authority to consider:
•
•
•
•
•

11.5

The workload split between the two development management teams;
The role of Enforcement and Householder Team manager;
The split between casework and management of the Team Managers;
The role and reporting line for conservation;
The capacity of the managers to deal with service improvement,
performance and corporate issues.

Workload split: In terms of planning application casework, the division of
responsibilities between the two teams was not clear. While the Planning Team
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dealt with the major cases the workload had declined and they also dealt with a
wide variety of householder and minor applications. In terms of use of resources
this was understandable and demonstrated the flexibility needed to respond to a
changing workload. It does however raise the issue of whether the structure and
role of the teams should be reviewed.
11.6

Enforcement and Householder Team Leader role: This post has two areas of
managerial responsibility,but is exercised on a part-time basis. The Review Team
question whether this provides sufficient management capacity to deal with the
duties effectively, particularly as the Team Leader has also been carrying a
personal caseload. On the days when the current Enforcement Team Leader is not
in the office, for example, there is only one team leader available to sign off
applications, making no allowance for leave or sickness. The situation also needs to
be considered in the light of the lack of management capacity generally (see paras
11.8 and 11.9 below).

11.7

Conservation: The Review Team had a number of concerns around the
conservation function. Reporting directly to the Planning Manager has an impact on
the Manager’s capacity to manage the service as a whole, and this is exacerbated
by the conservation officers carrying an application caseload. This is not unheard of
but is not commonplace. In most authorities the conservation officers have a
consultative role on applications rather as a case officer. This is dealt with more
fully in Section 9 above.

11.8

Management capacity: Hart has a small team of managers for the development
management function – 2.5 staff. They all also carry an application caseload. The
Planning Manager does not carry a regular planning caseload but will take on
applications on occasions. The two Team Leaders carry a planning
application/enforcement caseload and also deal with pre apps and appeals. The
Review Team heard that one of the Team Leaders was carrying a caseload of 30
applications. As managers, they are also under considerable pressure and are
constantly drawn into ‘firefighting’ to deal with the immediate needs of keeping the
service running – allocating and signing off applications, preparing for Committee,
responding to members, dealing with complaints and intervening on the most
difficult cases. As a result, many of the more strategic management issues and
decisions have not been properly dealt with. Performance management is the most
obvious example, but service improvement initiatives, systematic communications
within and outside of the department, mentoring and training, and developing proactive pre-application processes are further examples. With the very limited
capacity available it is not surprising that the service focus has been to keep it
running rather than improvement.

11.9

The Review Team are of the opinion that there is a compelling case for the
Enforcement and Householder Team Leader to revert to solely enforcement work. It
is not possible to carry out both aspects of the current position on a 2.5 days a
week basis. At the same time there is also the need to supplement the capacity to
deal with the managerial functions outlined above. Appointing a second
development management team leader would greatly assist in this respect.
Whether this is an additional post or upgrading an existing post will depend on
resources and the authority’s response to other issues outlined in the report. Merely
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transferring all development management officers into one team with one team
leader would not resolve the problems identified.
11.10

11.11

11.12

Assuming the authority moves to two development management teams there are a
number of options available in allocating roles and responsibilities:
•

There are efficiency arguments for splitting development management
teams to deal with major and other applications, and there are also
arguments for having mixed caseloads. A team specialising in majors will
have the experience and expertise to deal with the more complex cases
without the pressures of meeting targets on smaller applications, and a
team set up to deal with the minor and other applications can concentrate
on performance without the unpredictable workload often arising with the
larger schemes. On the other hand, having a mix of cases offers greater
variety and training opportunities and avoids the perception of one team
having seniority over the other. What is best may well vary over time and a
‘major’ and ‘other’ split often works best where improving performance is a
priority.

•

An alternative is to split on an area basis. This is very common and has
advantages of officers becoming familiar with their ‘patch’ and the local
issues and community. It will also depend on the balance of the workload
between areas, both in terms of numbers and complexity. An area split
makes the allocation process much more straightforward, and lines of
communication with members, parish councillors and the local
communities are readily identifiable.

•

The third option is to divide simply on the basis of two equal teams, both
dealing with the same range of applications across the authority and
allocated on the basis of equalising workload and familiarity with site
histories. This is broadly the current situation, although the breakdown of
staff and cases is uneven.

There are pros and cons for all of these options and what is appropriate will depend
on local circumstances at the time. Whichever is the favoured structure it should ‘do
what it says on the can’. This is not the case at present. With the need to improve
performance (and reduce the reliance on EoTs) there are efficiency arguments for
establishing a Majors Team which really does deal with major applications with the
second team concentrating on processing smaller applications. This approach will
be dependent on the expected workload mix and will be less effective if the number
of major applications is expected to continue to decline. Whatever option is chosen
there will be a continuing need for flexibility to deal with variations in the workload
including, for example, major appeals.
Management and staffing issues
The Review Team identified both strengths and weaknesses in the way the teams
were managed. The Team Leaders are responsible for allocations, which is
appropriate, but because already identified lack of capacity this could result in
delays when managers were not available. A back-up system for allocation is
needed. Using Team managers time to allocate cases can also be more effective if
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a ‘triage’ system is used as described in para 8.19 This is particularly useful in
identifying which cases are likely to be straightforward and can be fast tracked for
early decision unless other factors come to light. There were also concerns about
signing-off decisions. This function can take 10-15 hours a week or the equivalent
of one day for each of the two team leaders, or about 27% of their time available.
There is a strong case for a more effective signing-off process. Staff mentioned the
lack of a structured approach to staff security for site visits as a management issue.
There is a system in place but it is not rigorously enforced. This is both a staff and
management responsibility and needs to be addressed.
11.13

Monthly Forum meetings provide an opportunity for communicating with all DM
officers. These are held regularly, with only occasional cancellations which are
inevitable. Performance is discussed but this is only a verbal briefing. Monthly
statistics are posted on a notice board but without comparative performance and
improvement targets there is little context for their significance. The Forums would
be more effective with a published agenda and presentations around current
corporate and service priorities.

11.14

Within the service there are weekly meetings in the Householder Team. Within the
Major Team these have been less frequent, largely because of the recent number
of appeals and public inquiries. The meetings tend to focus on current applications.
The Major Team have fortnightly One-to-One meetings which review caseloads and
progress is checked through weekly printouts. This is good practice but needs to be
more focussed and performance managed against agreed targets and objectives.
One-to-Ones also need to address training and personal wellbeing. These should
be the subject of Personal Development Reviews on 6 monthly cycle which should
be a formal (but confidential) record, but One-to-Ones offer the opportunity to
discuss matters between the formal meetings. There was a consistent view among
staff that PDRs had not been followed through in any consistent way.

11.15

11.16

Staffing and resources
There is no official indicator of an appropriate caseload for development
management staff and the only benchmark widely quoted is the Planning Advisory
Service’s figure of 150 applications per year which was published at least 15 years
ago. This takes no account of the mix of applications, what other duties are
expected (pre-applications, appeals prior notifications, appeals, duty planning, etc)
and what technology is available, and therefore provides only a very rough guide.
More recent unpublished work undertaken by PAS based on benchmarking studies
over a number of years suggests a more realistic figure might be 80-90 cases, but
this includes both case officers and support staff (but not managers).
The number of applications determined at Hart has averaged 1052 for the last two
complete years to June 2019. The number of case officers in DM is currently eight,
but all managers and the two conservation officers also carry a caseload, roughly
equivalent to one additional case officer. For the two years this therefore works out
at the equivalent of 117 applications per officer. If support staff are also included
this reduces to approx. 88 cases per officer over that period. This level of workload
is well within the range that the Review Team has found in reviews undertaken
across the country, and indeed compares favourably with many local authorities.
This is a comparative rather than an absolute assessment and does not imply that
staffing levels are generous. Staffing levels across planning authorities have been
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under pressure in recent years while the expectations on the service have
increased. Local factors are also relevant (eg. case officers posting site notices.
See Section 8).
11.17

11.18

If recommendations elsewhere in the report are adopted it would result in both
managers and conservation officers not dealing with applications which would
increase the caseload per officer. On the basis of the past two years the caseload
per case officer would increase to 131 excluding support staff and 92 including
them. These figures would still be within an acceptable range and officers would
benefit from an improved management regime reducing some of the pressures they
currently experience.
Recruitment and retention
Recruiting and retaining planning staff in the public sector is an acknowledged
problem nationally. Hart has experienced difficulties in recruiting staff at all levels,
although it is encouraging that there are currently no contract planners in DM, which
is not the case in many authorities. Salaries are a factor in both recruitment and
retention, but many other factors also have an impact. Training opportunities, career
progression, variety of work, levels of responsibility can all pay a major part
professionally, while flexibility of working arrangements, working environment and
the quality of the area also have a part to play. As a relatively small district council,
Hart is restricted in the levels of salaries it can afford and from the information
provided these are comparable with other district authorities the Review Team has
benchmarked. Establishing Hart as a ‘good place to work’ is probably going to be a
more effective and practical option in the future than financial incentives.

11.19

In discussions with staff, salaries were not often mentioned as a significant factor.
Many staff lived locally or were attracted by the location and this was more
important to them with the convenience, flexibility and environment it provides.
Salaries should not be ignored, but the authority should be working towards a
recruitment and retention policy based on a reputation as a ‘good’ planning
authority, local recruitment with opportunities for school leavers, graduates and
‘returners’, policies for training and progression including mentoring, and more
flexible working arrangements, Training is dealt with in more detail in paras 11.2411.27 below.

11.20

Hart is still some way behind in the way it uses IT and working practices. This is
explored further in Section 12 of the report. Many other authorities have now
implemented remote and home working with the necessary hardware and systems
to facilitate it and there is an inevitability that Hart will move in this direction in the
future. How quickly will depend on financial and corporate imperatives and the
political will of the Council.

11.21

Funding issues - Planning application fees are now on a downward trend and
much will depend on the national economy as to whether this continues. The
reduction in Government grant to local authorities is another matter over which the
Planning Service has no control. To relieve any future funding pressures the
Council may wish to consider a more rigorous approach to charging for preapplication advice and the potential for introducing CIL and making better use of
S106 obligations (see Section 8 above)
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11.22

11.23

11.24

Business Support Unit (BSU)
As outlined in Section 8 above the validation process is currently undertaken by the
Business Support Unit which sits under the Head of Place as a centralised support
unit for the whole Place Service. As a result, a degree of disconnect and mistrust
between BSU staff and case officers has built up and where mistakes have
occurred in validation this has developed further.
This is particularly unnecessary given the locational proximity of the teams and
needs to be dealt with through team building and by clarifying the members of the
BSU who are actually trained to deal with validation. There is an ambition within the
BSU to have four members of staff who are currently able to deal with all elements
of the validation process. However, currently only two staff are full trained and
three others can do individual elements of the process. The Review Team consider
that the full training of four staff to undertake the whole validation process should be
prioritised; it is always a much smoother process if one person has been
responsible for a case throughout the entire validation process, providing them with
a sense of “ownership” for their work. It also ensures that there is a much clearer
line of communication at later stages of the process between the case officer and
the validator.
Training
Training was a concern throughout the Review. As mentioned previously staff were
concerned that PDRs were not followed through and training needs were neglected.
Professional planners need to maintain their expertise and experience through a
documented Continuing Professional Development programme and this should be
based on identified needs. Staff working towards RTPI membership need to
demonstrate that they are meeting their training needs. For both qualified and
unqualified staff this may involve some external courses, but much can be done
internally through mentoring, updates and presentations from officers and service
wide essential training. Training needs raised by staff ranged from viability and
legislative updates through to Committee presentations, appeals, LP policy and
progress and the Uniform and Enterprise IT systems.

11.25

Professional and support staff identified service and corporate induction training as
a major issue. Lack of systematic training on the systems which officers were
expected to use in their daily work is an issue that needs to be addressed as a
matter of urgency. This applies to both the Business Support Unit and the
professional staff.

11.26

The Business Support Unit would also benefit from the preparation of a full
procedures manual which should be available electronically to all team members.
This should be a “living document” updated as and when individual members of the
team encounter new processes. It appears that the BSU have been added
information to a centrally held file on an ad hoc basis but this needs to be
formalised for the benefit of the whole team.

11.27

It is suggested that there will need to be regular updates provided about the local
plan and how this will affect both validation and decision-making. Similarly, formal
update sessions for all staff should be provided as and when the Government
amends the system or introduces new ideas.
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SECTION 11 RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 32 - Para 11.9
Re-instate the Enforcement and Householder Team Leader as solely
responsible for enforcement
Recommendation 33 - Paras 11.9-11.10
Introduce an additional Team Leader role in development management and
review the functions of the two development management teams
Recommendation 34 - Para 11.12
Consider further delegation of signing off applications
Recommendation 35 - Para 11.13
Improve communications within the service through a more formalised
approach to Forum meetings, an increased emphasis on performance
management and following through on PDR actions
Recommendation 36 - Para 11.17
Review the location and reporting lines for the conservation team
Recommendation 37 - Para 11.20
Establish an officer group to review service training needs and opportunities
Recommendation 38 - Para 11.21
Ensure all new staff are trained on the DM systems immediately they take up
their posts
Recommendation 39 - Paras 11.23
Review the current split of functions and processes of validation within the
Business Support Unit to deliver a more streamlined “nose to tail” process
Recommendation 40 - Para 11.24
Regularly review training and development requirements and arrange training
and other CPD opportunities through the PDR process.
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12

Communications and IT

12.1

While the Review Team had no evidence of the authority’s objectives for planning,
they heard informally that members would like the planning service to be
recognised as being in the top half of English authorities, while embodying “Hart
Values”. There were clear concerns expressed during the Review about failures in
communication at all levels of the service. One of the phrases used most
commonly during discussions was of “planners working in silos”, although it was
almost impossible to get a clear explanation of what this phrase meant. The
incident that was often reported to the review team as an example was a
misunderstanding and lack of communication between development management
and a consultee from another department which led to significant issues with one of
the Council’s own major developments.

12.2

In the Review Team’s experience such errors do occasionally occur and make a
clear case for a multi-disciplinary team approach to major applications at an early
stage (as outlined in para 8.4 above) even more important. Where the Council is
actively involved as developer and/or landowner there is no excuse for not adopting
a corporate approach, identifying all issues including planning matters early in the
process.

12.3

12.4

12.5

12.6

Customer experience
In the time available for the Review it was not possible to examine the level and
nature of complaints received over the last couple of years to identify any common
causes or areas of concern to be addressed and it is suggested that such a review
be undertaken internally at the earliest opportunity.
However, the Review Team heard throughout the Review that customer service did
not appear to be a priority. It is suggested that a culture of customer care should be
encouraged throughout the department at all levels, using discussions at Forum
and team meetings to resolve issues and provide positive encouragement.
Communications
To ensure efficient use of resources, a “one stop shop” approach has been
introduced to deal with all telephone calls, emails and personal callers which are not
directed to a named case officer. This system means that all contacts are initially
triaged by members of the Business Support Unit who can assist if the enquiry
requires simple directional assistance about where to find information on the
website. The BSU can also respond to queries about the validation process for
individual applications and take messages about cases where the case officer is not
available. BSU staff members can also forward calls to the Duty Planner for
response.
However, it became clear during the Review that the system is not working as well
as it should. The Review Team heard of instances where phones are on
continuous divert back to the BSU, even though calls can be forwarded to mobiles
to allow for home working. This has led to frustration on behalf of both the
customer/caller and members of the BSU who are unable to deal adequately with
the technical queries being raised and where the Duty Planner is unable or unwilling
to assist (see para12.9-12.10 below for more on this issue).
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12.7

It is suggested that in the first instance a “hunt” group should be set up for the case
officers, in the same way that one has been set up for the enforcement team. This
may ease the pressure on the BSU and may result in peer pressure enforcing a
change of behaviour on repeat offenders.

12.8

It is also suggested that the telephone answering statistics are analysed and that
Team Leaders should use the information obtained to inform 121 discussions as
appropriate.

12.9

The role of the Duty Planner
The Duty Planner system operates on a rotational basis, that currently includes both
Team Leaders and the Planning Admin Assistant. The guidance for residents
provided on the website states:
“We offer a free duty planner system for householder enquiries and applications. If you would like
general advice on alterations to your home, you can contact our duty planner on 01252 774419,
by emailing planningadmin@hart.gov.uk or visiting the council during offices hours. This service
does not apply to commercial advice or new dwellings.”

12.10

12.11

It is quite clear to the Review Team that this wording is meant to discourage
applicants and agents from using a Duty Planner to receive free pre-application
advice. However, it appears that this has been interpreted to mean that Duty
Planners will not assist with general queries of a technical nature, but these are
outside the technical expertise of the BSU. This has resulted in members of the
public being passed between officers with no one accepting responsibility for
dealing with their questions. The review Team heard examples where this has
meant that calls have eventually been directed to the Planning Manager to deal with
a general inquiry. It is suggested that the current duty planner arrangements are
reviewed and re-stated internally to facilitate customer satisfaction.
Information technology
When the Review took place in November the authority had been about to introduce
new Planning Applications software which was under development elsewhere at
local authorities in England. Concerns about the level of customisation still required
and its proven effectiveness have now led to its introduction being stalled, possibly
on a permanent basis.

12.12

In the meantime the staff use the Uniform system to a greater or lesser extent
depending on their ability/training level. As mentioned elsewhere in this report there
doesn’t appear to be any formalised introductory training on Uniform provided to
new staff and this has led to very different levels of usage and understanding of the
system.

12.13

The Enterprise module is also available for tasks and to assist with performance
management, but this is currently only used by the Planning Manager and the
Business Support Unit. The enforcement team are keen to use Enterprise to
manage their tasks but until training is provided to explain how they can use the
system to assist their work and case management it is unavailable to them or to the
case officers.
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12.14

The Uniform system is hosted on IDOX servers which the Review Team heard were
not particularly reliable and indeed, during the observation section of the Review the
entire Uniform system crashed and left the entire staff without access to the case
files. In addition, it appeared there were major issues regarding a lack of available
RAM and constant buffering on individual machines when staff were trying to open
large documents. The Review Team heard that the system works significantly
faster and better from Case Officers’ home hardware than it does from the office
equipment. It is recommended that, once the future use of Uniform and Enterprise
is confirmed, there should be urgent discussions with both the Corporate IT team
and with IDOX to ensure that the IT hardware is upgraded to ensure fast and
efficient access to the system and that customisation of tasks on the Enterprise
module is prioritised to enable use by all team members.

12.15

Rather surprisingly there seems to have been no corporate drive to implement
formalised remote and home working at Hart and staff have not, in the main, been
provided the necessary hardware (laptops, tablets, etc) to facilitate such working. It
is considered inevitable that Hart will move in this direction and any investment in
corporate hardware (servers, etc) and development of the Uniform/Enterprise
software needs to factor in such new working practices when budgeting and
procurement takes place.

SECTION 12 RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 41 - Para 12.3
At the earliest opportunity, examine the level and nature of complaints
received over the last couple of years to identify any common causes or
areas of concern to be addressed
Recommendation 42 - Para 12.4
A culture of customer care should be encouraged throughout the department
at all levels, using discussions at Forum and team meetings to resolve issues
and provide positive encouragement
Recommendation 43 - Para 12.7
A “hunt” group should be set up for the case officers, in the same way that
one has been set up for the enforcement team.
Recommendation 44 - Para 12.8
Obtain and analyse the telephone answering statistics so that Team Leaders
can use the information obtained to inform 121 discussions as appropriate.
Recommendation 45 - Para 12.10
Review the current duty planner arrangements and re-state internally to
facilitate customer satisfaction.
Recommendation 46 - Para 12.13
Once the future use of Enterprise is confirmed a training programme should
be commenced to allow both case officers and the enforcement team to use
the programme
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Recommendation 47 - Para 12.14
Once the future use of Uniform and Enterprise is confirmed, there should be
urgent discussions with both the Corporate IT team and with IDOX to ensure
that the IT hardware is upgraded to ensure fast and efficient access to the
system and that customisation of tasks and training on the Enterprise module
is prioritised to enable use by all team members.
Recommendation 48 - Para 12.15
Any investment in corporate hardware (servers, etc) and development of the
Uniform/Enterprise software needs to factor in new working practices when
budgeting and procurement takes place.
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ANNEX A
List of interviews and group meetings undertaken

The following interviews were undertaken by the Review Team:
Cllr David Neighbour, Leader
Cllr Ken Crookes, Chairman, Overview & Scrutiny Committee
Cllr Alan Oliver, Chairman of Planning Committee
Daryl Phillips, Joint Chief Executive
Mark Jaggard, Incoming Director of Place Services
Emma Whittaker, Planning Manager
Daniel Hawes, Planning Policy Manager
Peter Lee, Team Leader, DM
Maxine Lewis, Team Leader, Enforcement
Matt Saunders, Head, Business Support Unit
Rachel Poulter, Planning Administrative Assistant
Fehintola Otudeko, Legal Officer
The Review Team held group meetings with the following:
Parish/Town Council representatives
Cllr Julia Ambler, Crookham Village PC
Cllr David Jackson, Crookham Village PC
Marilyn Robson, Elvetham Heath PC
Cllr Gareth Saunders, Church Crookham PC
Cllr Bob Schofield, Fleet TC
Development Management team
Stephanie Baker
Jo Baxter
Emily Fitzpatrick
Aimee Harris
Miguel Martinez
Robert Moorhouse
Julia Taylor
Business Support Unit
Suzie Beckford
Sharon Embleton
Ellie Fortune
Ash Sundas
Enforcement Team
Craig Harman
Sylvia O’Connor
Sharon Whittaker
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Conservation and Listed Buildings Officers
Beverley Mogford
Lucy Orchard-Lisle
The Review Team also observed:
• the site visit held on Tuesday 12 November;
• Chairman’s Briefing held on Tuesday 12 November
• Planning Committee meeting held on Wednesday 13 November
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ANNEX C
Example case study from “Planning performance and improvement - the
changing landscape”, PAS June 2013
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ANNEX D

PLANNING PERFORMANCE AGREEMENTS:
GUIDANCE NOTE FOR APPLICANTS
JANUARY 2013

1.

Introduction

1.1

Planning Performance Agreements (PPAs) were formally introduced into the planning
system in April 2008 with the aim of improving the quality of planning applications and
the decision making process through collaboration. They bring together the Local
Planning Authority (LPA), developer and key stakeholders, preferably at an early
stage, to work together in partnership throughout the planning process to provide
greater certainty and transparency to the development of scheme proposals, the
planning application assessment and decision making. This approach accords with
Cotswold District Council’s own adopted objectives for the delivery of the Development
Management Service.

1.2

The important role of PPAs, to help guide positive collaborative working, has also been
recognised by the National Planning Policy Framework of which paragraph 195 states
the following:“Applicants and local planning authorities should consider the potential of
entering into planning performance agreements, where this might achieve a
faster and more effective application process.”

2.

What is in a PPA?

2.1

A PPA does not have to be a complex legal agreement between the applicant and the
Local Planning Authority. Instead it can be a concise document that includes a number
of the core components recommended as a minimum by Communities and Local
Government (CLG). These include:
•

Objectives of the planning proposal and the PPA;

•

Main issues to be addressed and a tasks plan;

•

Establishment of a Project team and decision making framework;
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•

Project programme.

An example PPA is provided on the Council’s web-site.

3.

When to Use a PPA

3.1

A PPA can be used for all Major applications and it is strongly advised that it is
implemented at the pre-application stage to maximise the benefits and give you the
best chance of submitting a formal planning application that addresses all the relevant
issues. Examples of Major applications include proposals for 10 or more dwellings or
for the erection of buildings with a floor area of 1000sqm or more.

4.

The Benefits of a Planning Performance Agreement

4.1

Entering into a Planning Performance Agreement does not guarantee that your
planning application will be permitted. However, there are a number of significant
advantages that you will benefit from. These include the following:

4.2

•

better overall project management at pre-application, application and postapplication stages (eg. when dealing with conditions);

•

Early identification of critical issues and improved quality of development;

•

improved collaboration between all parties;

•

more realistic and stricter timetables being agreed and met as a result of
removal from the statutory deadlines; and

•

greater accountability and transparency.

•

Collaborative flexibility in partnership, if it is agreed that the quality of the
decision beyond 13 weeks would be improved.

In conjunction with the Council’s pre-application service, we will also provide you with
the following help and advice;
•

Agreed dates for when the application will be determined together with other
key milestones such as the submission of the application and, if applicable,
when it will be presented to Planning Committee.

•

Nomination of a project lead for both parties who will take responsibility for
ensuring the PPA progresses in accordance with the agreed timetable.

•

Detailed advice on current national, regional and local planning policy that is
relevant to your proposal.

•

Advice on how and who to consult within the local community to ensure that
the relevant parties are involved in the process thereby enabling early
consideration of all the fundamental issues they may raise relating to your
proposal.
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•

A detailed Planning Advice Note setting out the issues, the likelihood of
planning permission being granted and what steps you should take to improve
the likelihood of permission being granted. This will help address any concerns
early on and, if permission is granted, reduce the number of conditions
attached to the decision thereby saving time post-decision to enable a quicker
start to the development.

•

Relevant Council Members will be kept informed of your proposal.

•

Input from the Council’s Building Control team to ensure your proposal will also
comply with the Building Regulations.

•

Advice on likely S106 requirements at an early stage in the process so that any
legal agreement required can be prepared and completed quickly to reduce
delays later in the process.

•

Advice on what information the planning application must contain to help
ensure that it can be validated quickly.

5.

What We Need From You

5.1

To enable you to make the most of the PPA, we also ask that you contribute the
following:•

Provide good quality information and plans, up front, to enable us to provide
considered feedback to you.

•

Engage in meaningful pre-application discussions/consultations with the local
community, allowing enough time for community feedback and for plans and
documents to be drawn up/amended that take into account their views.

•

Respond positively and in a timely manner to requests for further information.

•

Keep the Council informed of progress at all key stages of the project.

•

Submit a complete and valid planning application with all the relevant
information as agreed with the Council, including a draft S106 where
appropriate with solicitor details and evidence of title.

6.

Cost

6.1

The Council is able to charge for services provided in the pre-application phase of a
PPA, under Section 93 of the Local Government Act 2003. Charges are on a not-forprofit basis and the income from charges for such services must not exceed the cost
for providing them. The charging of such a fee enables the Council to provide you with
a more responsive and effective service than would normally be possible for Major
development proposals.

6.2

The exact fee to be charged for entering into a PPA will therefore be negotiated on an
individual basis as it will depend upon the size and complexity of the proposal and the
level of expenditure that is likely to be incurred by the Council.
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6.3

However, please note that we are currently offering this element of the service for no
additional charge when taken up as part of our pre-application service.

7.

Interested?

7.1

If you are interested in taking advantage of the many benefits of a PPA you should
contact one of our Development Management Team Leaders, Mike Napper or
Deborah Smith, by telephone (01285 623000) or e-mail (planning@cotswold
.gov.uk)to discuss the following:-

7.2

i)

Whether it is appropriate to use a PPA for your proposal;

ii)

Identify the likely make up of the teams from the LPA and the applicant teams
and other key parties that should be included;

iii)

Agree to prepare for an inception process to develop the structure and content
of the PPA

iv)

Agree a date for the inception meeting and invite relevant parties.

You should then complete and submit the form provided on the Council’s web-site to
enable us to assess how best to deal with your proposal.
E-mails should be clearly marked in the subject field as ‘PPA enquiry’
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PLANNING PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT
SITE LOCATION
[…]
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT:
[…]
DEVELOPERS TEAM:
Main Point of Contact:
[…]

COUNCIL TEAM
Main Point of Contact
[…]

This agreement is made the […] day of […] between;
(1) Cotswold District Council, Trinity Road, Cirencester, GL7 1PX
(“CDC”)

(2) […] (“Developer”)
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PROJECT TIMETABLE (PROCESSING OF APPLICATION)
The following is only an example of what might be included – please delete
and overtype as appropriate
Action/ Task

Responsibility Target Date

1.

Consultation with Community

Agent

2.

Submission of Valid Application
with completed draft S.106

Agent

3.

Application validated and
Consultations carried out

CDC

Within 1 week of
receipt of valid
application

4.

Agent advised of Consultation
Responses and initial
assessment of proposal and
recommended amendments
and/or additional information
required, if any.

CDC/ Agent

Within 5 weeks
(subject to all
consultation
responses
received).

5.

Submission of any required
amended plans/ additional
information (go back to 3 if
consultation required).

Agent

Within 6 weeks

6.

Discussion of Draft Committee
Report (including conditions if
applicable) and identification of
any outstanding issues

Agent/CDC

Within 8 weeks

7.

Committee Meeting

CDC

Within 13 weeks

8.

Completion of S.106 Agreement
(if applicable)

Agent/CDC

Within 2 weeks of
Committee

8.

Decision Notice Issued

CDC

Within 1 week of
completion of
S.106

Prior to
submission of
application
[insert date]

Notes
1.

This agreement is entered into on the basis that formal pre-application
discussions have already taken place between the Council and the
applicant/ agent.
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DRAFT (amended 23.3.20)
HART DISTRICT COUNCIL
REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICE by POSe December 2019
ACTION PLAN
This action plan responds to the recommendations made by POSe in their Review of the Development Management section at the Council,
identifying who will lead on any actions needed, the links to the Place Service Plan (through identified key themes), and the phasing of actions;
short (S), medium (M), or long term (L). Some actions are already underway. Cross-references to other work is noted where relevant.
Short term

–

within 4 months. Urgent matters or where significant improvement can be achieved with limited work.

Medium term –

within 1 year. Need further time to develop or are related to wider projects where agreed timetable is in place

Long term

within 2 years. Longer term matters which some cases are dependent upon the completion of other actions.

–

No. Recommendation summary
1

Prepare Improvement Action Plan, in consultation with the staff

2

Establish clear service objectives with priorities, targets and
performance indicators
Consider measures to increase the management capacity in DM as a
priority
Establish objectives and targets agreed by Members as part of a
performance management framework
Set performance criteria to align with MHCLG structure

3
4
5
6
7

Establish ambitious, but realistic, local targets with the aim to reach
national upper quartile performance in 3 years
Set targets for reducing the average length of time taken to determine
applications (and reduce reliance on Extensions of Time)

Phase
(S/M/L)
S

Service Plan Theme

Lead Officers

Good to Great
Best in Class
One Council
Income generation
GOLD
Best in Class
Good to Great

KH

EW

S

Best in Class
Good to Great
Best in Class

S

Good to Great

EW

S
M
S
S

MJ / EW
MJ
EW

MJ

1
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No. Recommendation summary
8

Introduce a protocol for Extensions of Time

9

Report performance monthly to Service Management Team
(cross ref. DM Audit report – Risk 3 & 5)
Report performance quarterly to Planning Committee and Overview
and Scrutiny Committee
Review pre-application advice process for major applications to include
consultees, local community and Members
(cross ref. DM Audit report – Risk 2 and Review of Pre-App advice)
Provide more detailed and regular validation training for BSU staff
(cross ref. DM Audit report – Risk 1 & 4)
Create a validation guidance manual for BSU

10
11
12
13
14

Phase
(S/M/L)
M
S
M
S
S
S

Service Plan Theme

Lead Officers

Good to Great
Best in Class
Good to Great
Best in Class
Good to Great
Best in Class
Customer Focused
Good to Great

EW

One Council
Good to Great
One Council
Good to Great
Good to Great

Team Leader

EW

EW
EW
KH

Team Leader

S

16

Review the application allocation process to consider a “triage”
approach and possibly self-allocation for householder cases
Adopt a 3-week consultation period for parishes (with flexibility in
certain cases)
Cease posting of site notices except where required by statute

S

Good to Great
GOLD
GOLD

17

Confirm a process for signing off decision notices

S

Good to Great

EW

18

M

Best in Class

EW

L

Good to Great

EW

20

Provide additional training on planning appeals for officers, Members
and parish/town councils
Consider introducing annual tour of completed developments for
Members and officers, when resources permit
Report appeal decisions on a regular basis to officers and Members.

S

Good to Great

EW

21

Improve policy support for DM

S

One Council

EW / DH

15

19

S

EW

EW

2
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No. Recommendation summary
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Improve liaison between the Legal Team and Enforcement with set
timescales and milestones for processing enforcement cases
(cross ref. Enforcement Critical Fried Review)
Review the roles of the Conservation Team, aiming for a policy driven
approach and acting as consultee for DM, rather than case officers
Review process of ward members being able to request site visits, and
review timing of site visits to try to improve attendance by Members
Cease the practice at Committee of the Chairman proposing the
motion to accept the officer recommendation prior to the debate
Introduce a simpler Committee report format with a more consistent
and structured approach
Allow officers to introduce their own cases at Committee
Reconsider whether it is appropriate for Committee members to ask
questions to speakers
Review the continued need for an Enforcement Sub-Committee
Review the continued need for a Major Sites Sub-Committee
Review the content of Member training and consider updates for
parish/town councils
Re-instate the Enforcement and Householder Team Leader as solely
responsible for enforcement
Introduce an additional Team Leader in DM and review the functions
of the two DM teams.
Consider further delegation of signing off applications
Improve communications in DM through a more formalised approach
to Planning Forum meetings, an increased emphasis on performance
management, and completing Personal Development Review actions

Phase
(S/M/L)
S

Service Plan Theme

Lead Officers

Good to Great
One Council

ML

M

One Council

MJ / EW

S

One Council

MJ / EW

S

Good to Great

MJ

S

EW

S

Good to Great
Best in Class
Good to Great

S

One Council

MJ

M
M

One Council
One Council

MJ
MJ

S

One Council

EW

M

GOLD

MJ / EW

M

GOLD

MJ / EW

S
M

Customer Focused
One Council

EW
EW

EW
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No. Recommendation summary

Phase
(S/M/L)
M

Service Plan Theme

Lead Officers

One Council

MJ / EW

36

Review the location and reporting lines for the Conservation Team

37

S

Good to Great

PPO

S

Digitalisation

PPO

S

Good to Great

EW / MS

S

Good to Great

PPO

S

43

A telephone hunt group should be set up for the case officers

S

Customer Focused
Good to Great
Customer Focused
Best in Class
Customer Focused

KH

42

Establish an officer group to review service training needs and
opportunities
Ensure all new staff are trained on IT systems immediately after they
arrive
Review current split of functions and processes of validation within
BSU to deliver a more streamlined process
Regularly review training and development requirements, and arrange
training and other CPD opportunities through the PDR process
Examine level and nature of complaints received in last few years to
identify any common causes or areas of concern
Encourage a culture of customer care throughout DM at all levels

44

Obtain and analyse telephone answering statistics so Team Leaders can
address any issues
Review the current duty planner arrangements

M

Customer Focused

Team Leader

S

Customer Focused

Team Leader

Commence training for case officers and enforcement on the
Enterprise programme (once its future use is confirmed)
Ensure the IT hardware is upgraded to ensure fast and efficient access
to the systems (Uniform and Enterprise)
Any investment in IT hardware and development of software needs to
factor in new working practices when budgeting and procurement
occurs

M

Digitalisation
GOLD
Digitalisation
GOLD
Digitalisation
GOLD

EW (IT)

38
39
40
41

45
46
47
48

S

M
M

EW
Team Leader

MJ
MJ
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE WORK PROGRAMME – July 2020
Issue and Description of
Topic

Original
Due
Date

Revised
Due
Date

Resources
Required

Feb 20

July 20

Report

Head of Place

Commercialisation
Review the processes for the procurement of Jan 20
Strategy – review of
assets-based investment (Portfolio Holder for
assets-based procurement Commercialisation to be invited to attend).
process.

July 20

Report

Commercial
& Projects
Manager

Agenda
Note

Monitoring
Officer

Report

Head of Place

Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

RIPA

Current Position
Objective

To consider the case for introducing a
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).

Annual monitoring of usage of the RIPA
regulations.

Jul 20

Planning Development
To receive a Peer Review report on the
Apr 20
Management Peer review Council’s Planning Development Management
and Action Plan (WIP)
Service (Portfolio for Place to be invited to
attend).

July 20

Contact

Treasury Management
Outturn

Annual report on outturn.

Aug 20

Report

Head of
Corporate

2019/20 Revenue and
Capital Outturn

Annual report on outturn.

Aug 20

Report

Head of
Corporate
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* This item
may
contain
Exempt
Informatio
n

PAPER E
Ombudsman Annual
Review letter

To receive complaints statistics forwarded by
the Ombudsman.

Aug 20

Agenda note Joint Chief
only
Executive

Budget Monitoring – to
reflect COVID19 impacts

Update on budget to reflect COVID-19
impacts.

Aug 20

Report

Head of
Corporate
Services

Service Plans 2020/2021

To make recommendations on final
2020/2021Service Plans once Council’s
COVID-19 budget position is established.

Sep 20

Report

Joint Chief
Executive

Performance Information Quarterly highlight reports.

Aug 20
Nov 20
Feb 21

Report

Performance
and
Innovation
Officer

Corporate Risk
Management Report

Half-yearly update on corporate risk profile.

Sept 20

Report

Audit
Manager

5 Councils (5Cs) contract
– Accountancy and HR

Review the success of Accountancy and HR
transfer out of the 5Cs Contract.

Sep 20

Report

Joint Chief
Executive

Flooding

Update from twice yearly meeting of
Agencies and Parish Flood Forums.

Oct 20

Minutes of
Head of
meeting only Environment
& Technical

Commercialisation
Strategy – review of
improving efficiency of
services, decreasing
current or future costs

Review the current position with regard to
the improving efficiency of services,
decreasing current or future costs e.g.
through digitalisation and demand reduction
(Portfolio Holder for Digitalisation to be
invited to attend).

Oct 20
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Oct 20

Report

Change and
Digital
Manager

*

PAPER E
Medium Term Financial
Strategy

Annual report setting out the Council’s
Medium-Term Financial Strategy position,
prior to consideration by Cabinet.

Nov 20

Report

Head of
Corporate

Treasury Management
2020/21

To consider a Half Year review report on
Nov 20
Treasury Management Strategy 2020/21 prior
to consideration by Cabinet.

Report

Head of
Corporate

Quarterly Budget
Monitoring

Quarterly update on budget position.

Report

Head of
Corporate
Services

Capital Strategy,
Treasury Management
Strategy Statement and
Asset Management Plan

To comment on the annual report setting out Annual
the future Capital Strategy, Treasury
Management Strategy Statement and Asset
Management Plan, prior to consideration by
Cabinet.

Jan 21

Report

Head of
Corporate

Draft Budget

To make comments on the draft 2021/22
Budget prior to consideration by Cabinet.

Annual

Jan 21

Report

Head of
Corporate

Service Plans

To make recommendations to draft 2021/22
Service Plans prior to consideration by
Cabinet.

Annual

Mar 21

Report

Joint Chief
Executive

Chairman’s Annual
Review of the Work of
the Committee.

To coniisder the Chairman’s draft report to
Annual Council on a review of the work
carried out in the past year by Overview and
Scruting Committee.

Annual

April 21

Report

Chairman of
Overview &
scrutiny
Committee.

Update on Corporate
Peer Review further to
revisit of LGA

To consider the outcomes of the revisit of
the LGA, prior to consideration by Cabinet.

Dec 19

TBC

Report

Joint Chief
Executive
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Nov 20
Feb 21

PAPER E
Heads of Service
Attendance

Once a quarter the respective Heads of
Service (in rotation) each be invited to attend
Committee to update on performance,
targets, and delivery against Service Plans.
Aug - Head of Corporate
Sep – Head of Community
Oct – Head of Environmental & Technical
Nov - Head of Place

Heads of
Service

* This item may contain Exempt Information - Regulation 5 of the Local Authority (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to

Information) (England) Regulations 2012
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Date and Time:

Tuesday, 14 July 2020 at 7pm

Place:

Council Chamber, Civic Offices, Fleet

Present:
COUNCILLORS
Axam, Davies, Dorn, Farmer, Makepeace-Browne, Smith, Wright, Wildsmith,
Worlock (Chairman)
In Attendance: Oliver, Cockarill, Quarterman, Crookes
Officers:
Mark Jaggard
Daniel Hawes
Glyn Lloyd
Emma Whittaker
Martina Duffin
Helen Vincent
10

Head of Place Services
Planning Policy Manager
Commercialisation Manager
Planning Services Manager
Committee Services
Committee Services

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the meeting of 16 June 2020 were confirmed as a correct
record.

11

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence had been received from Councillor Lamb.

12

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None received.

13

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE AGENDA)
None.

14

REGULATION OF INVESTIGATORY POWERS ACT (RIPA) – ANNUAL
REVIEW OF USEAGE
The Monitoring Officer to confirm that there was no use of RIPA powers during
2019/2020.
DECISION
Overview and Scrutiny noted the report.

O&S.4
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COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL)
To consider the case for introducing a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).
Mark Jaggard, Head of Place Services, and Daniel Hawes, Planning Policy &
Economic Development Manager attended to present the report which set out
the case for Council to undertake the process to set and implement CIL. The
Committee would see the draft charging schedule and work schedule going
forward.
Members discussed the report and sought clarification on a number of points.
The questions were in relation to:
• The process and project plan for setting and implementing CIL;
• How CIL would work for small, medium and strategic sites, and how the
balance between CIL and S106 legal agreements could work;
• How CIL is calculated, and what is included in the floorspace; and
• How the income from CIL would be collected, prioritised and spent on
infrastructure.
DECISION
The Committee welcomed the report agreed to recommend to Cabinet that
officers undertake the processes to implement the Community Infrastructure
Levy.
The Committee asked to see and consider the draft Community Infrastructure
Levy Charging Schedule before it is consulted upon. .
Members thanked Daniel Hawes and Mark Jaggard for their informative and
well-presented report.

16

COMMERCIALISATION STRATEGY– REVIEW OF ASSETS-BASED
PROCUREMENT PROCESS
To review the processes for the procurement of assets-based investment.
Glyn Lloyd, Commercialisation Manager, attended to present a review of the
purchase process adopted as part of the Commercialisation strategy. The
stages were explained with key milestones for decision making highlighted.
The Committee discussed and requested clarity on the financial analysis
process which was explained. The Commercialisation Manager further
confirmed this analysis approach was approved by the S151 officer.
DECISION
Members expressed this report was a good example of a Commercialisation
Strategy and the database framework was complimented.
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PLANNING DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PEER REVIEW AND ACTION
PLAN
To receive a Peer Review report on the Council’s Planning Development
Management service.
Emma Whittaker, Planning Services Manager and Mark Jaggard, Head of
Place, attended to discuss the Development Management Peer Review and
the Council’s draft Action Plan. Officers recommended the establishment of
Member Working Group to assist in the consideration of the next steps in
relation to the Peer Review outcomes and the draft Action Plan.
Emma Whittaker presented the report and the draft Action Plan. The draft
Action Plan was written prior to the Covid-19 lockdown and will now be
reviewed, which will also allow the opportunity to pick up on any issues flowing
from the Planning White Paper due soon. Members discussed a number of
the matters raised in the Peer Review and the 48 recommendations. These
will be picked up in detail with the Member Working Party.
DECISION
A Member Working Group was welcomed and the Committee selected four
members Councillor Farmer, Councillor Makepeace-Browne, Councillor Smith
and Councillor Wildsmith.
Members asked to receive an updated Action Plan at the November meeting
of the Overview & Scrutiny Committee.

18

OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY WORK PROGRAMME
The Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme was considered and amended
as follows:
1. To review the Commercialisation Strategy again before the end of this
year.
2. To add Car Parking Charges pre COVID-19 to the programme for
January 2021
3. To add the Waste Management Contract to the plan for January 2021.
4. To welcome Heads of Service to attend meetings relative to related
topics.

Next Meeting due: 18 August 2020.

The meeting closed at 8.49pm.
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